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Web sites redeem buyback options
► New web sites have been
developedjor money makingopportunities.
WILL SPINK

interim assistant news editor
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■ Take a tour of the local dining hot spots. Five local
favorites are visited and
reviewed as TimeOut writers
reveal what's hot and what's
not in the local dining scene.
Reviews
include
Cafe
Rendezvous,
Riviera
Restaurant, Exchange Street
Pub and Grille, Cafe Leisure,
and Lee's on the Avenue.

Ever taken a handicapped
spot? Illegally? What can be
done to alleviate this problem?
Should students be permitted
to apply for temporary tags?
Read about this hot debate.

Tired of getting next to nothing
for
used
textbooks?
Frustrated with the bookstore's
buyback policy? Many students
fit this description, and two of
them have even started Web
sites to do something about it.
Senior Richard Locklair, a
finance major, has recently
opened
www.clemsonclassifieds.com, and Jim Eskew, a
sophomore in computer information systems, is the webmaster
for
www.tigerusedbooks.com. Both
sites' designers hope to eliminate the middleman for students trying to redeem used
textbooks and thereby, as Eskew
puts it, "sell for more and buy for
less."
Many students have sold
their books back to the bookstore in the past, even if they
wished they could have gotten
more for their used books. As
junior Christie Mayo explained,
she was "getting ripped off" by
the bookstore but selling them
back anyway because she did

SETO GEE/interim art director

CHRISTMAS CASH: Students can put more money in their wallets with two new online options for textbook
refunds. Through exchange with others, students can maximize the profitfrom their textbook buybacks.
not think she could sell her
books anywhere else.
"It irritates me that they
would try to get money from the
students like that; it's just
wrong," said senior Paul Reader,
who recalls often receiving less

than a quarter of the original
cost for his returned books.
These two Web sites have surfaced, however, in an attempt to
change what many students
view as a monopoly on used
textbook sales. Both students

started the sites because they
were dissatisfied with the bookstore's buyback policy, and.the
basic concept behind both sites
is quite similar, as students can
SEE BOOKS, RAGE 9

Tragedy strikes at LIFE, Palmetto revised
intramural game
► Major state scholarships
changes are questionable.
CAROL STRIANO

AIDS Day To Be Observed
Clemson University will
mark World AIDS Day on Fri,
Nov. 30, with a fund-raising walk
and a candlelight vigil. The
theme for this year's World AIDS
Day is "I Care, Do You?"
The walk will begin at noon
in front of Redfern Health Center
and cover a mile. Walkers raise
pledges for AID Upstate in
Greenville. Stefani Goodenow,
with the University's health education department, said the walk
not only raises money but also
awareness about AIDS.
At 5:30 p.m., a candlelight
vigil will be held in the Carillon
Garden on campus, followed by a
service at Clemson United
Methodist Church in downtown
Clemson. The service will feature
a poetry reading and the calling
of names of people who have
died from AIDS. New Spring
Christian Band will conclude the
service with a performance.
'AIDS and HIV are becoming
commonplace
now,"
said
• Goodenow. "Everyone knows
about the problem, and many
people know someone with HIV
or AIDS, and that is why it is
important to recognize it at
Clemson. We want to show that
we haven't forgotten about the
problem and that it is still an
important issue to discuss."
Warned About
[apped Parking
mts should be warned
[idicapped parking fines
' laximum fine of $400.
IV be lower at the offi-

►'on, but $400 is stance.

► Student dies of cardiac arrest duringfootballgame.
ADORA

HI.

CHEUNG

news editor

Brian Andre Lloyd, a 19-year
old sophomore majoring in
sociology, passed away Tuesday
evening after suffering a heart
attack while playing an intramural
football
game.
According to Kandy Kelley,
Pickens County deputy coro-

ner, Lloyd died of a sudden cardiac arrest.
Lloyd was not only an honors student but a track star and
an Air Force ROTC cadet. All
three passions created a person
that friends described as a
kirTd-hearted individual with
dreams that went beyond
impossibility for some but not
for him.
Wayne Leneau Jr., a senior
majoring in elementary education, was the wing commander
SEE LLOYD, PAGE 9

COURTESY OF AIR FORCE ROTC

REMEMBERED: Brian Lloyd was an active Air Force ROTCcadet
aspi ring to become an FBI agent.

business writer
During Thanksgiving break, 926
Palmetto Fellows Scholarship recipients received incorrect scholarship
information on their prepayment
bills. At the time the bills were
mailed, state budget cuts forced a
$200 reduction for the spring
semester. Shortly after the General
Assembly passed the cuts, the
Budget and Control Board approved
funding to reinstate the scholarship
to its original amount of $5,000.
This decision was made after the
bills had already been sent to students. No corrected bills will be sent
to affected students, but all students
can access their financial aid information on SIS. In addition, an e-mail
was sent explaining the changes
made to the award.
Although a drop in the scholarship was avoided for the coming
semester, there is no legislative protection for the Palmetto program in
the future. Consequently, if the general assembly takes no action to
raise the Palmetto award, the award
for the LIFE scholarship may exceed
the Palmetto scholarship, which has
higher standards for entering freshmen.
Sara
Ulmer,
Palmetto
Scholarship recipient, says, "I
worked very hard in high school to
receive the Palmetto Scholarship. I
don't understand why the LIFE
scholarship would be greater than
the Palmetto Fellows. Are we being
punished for our academic achievement?"
Marvin Carmichael, director of
the Office of Financial Aid, expects
this inequity to be addressed during
the 2002 legislative session, which
begins in January and runs through
June.
A second concern to the Office of

Financial Aid is the timing of the
funding decisions made by the general assembly.
With the Education Lottery Act
in place, the revenues are marked to
go toward educational programs.
The lottery is expected to start in
January. Financial aid is now being
assessed for entering freshmen and
will continue until March 1.
Assessment for continuing students
is done between mid-March and
late April. Award packages are
processed to students by June 1.
Carmichael is concerned that
the decision to raise or lower state
scholarship programs for the fall
term could be made very late in the
session. Scholarship decisions have
to be made before the federal processor assesses student loans beginning on April 1. He goes on to say,
"Timing is very much a concern to
us because we want to tell students
in a timely fashion what their financial aid is going to be."
The Education Lottery Act was
passed during the 2001 legislative
session. It supports the Palmetto
Fellows Scholarship, the revised
LIFE scholarship and the new
HOPE scholarship, among other
state education programs.
The Palmetto Fellows scholarship is a renewable $5,000 scholarship awarded to entering freshmen.
Continuing students are not considered for this aid. Applicants must
have minimum SAT scores of 1200
and a GPR of 3.5. To be eligible for
renewal, recipients must complete
30 hours each year and maintain a
GPR of 3.0 Unlike the LIFE scholarship, high school students must
apply for the Palmetto Fellows
scholarship separately. Palmetto
Fellows recipients are not eligible
for the LIFE scholarship.
The new LIFE scholarship, if the
changes go into effect, will be a
renewable scholarship worth the
SEE MULAH, PAGE 9
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Cadets protesting honor code
ANSIEE WlLLETT

Rocky Mountain Collegian (Co. St. U.)
Holiday lights adorning
Mazen Al-Najjar's Tampa, Fla.,
mosque would not light Saturday.
It was as symbol that they could
sense his absence, surmised his
sister Nahla Al-Arian.
Al-Najjar, a former University
of South Florida adjunct professor, is back in jail after being
arrested Saturday by the
Immigration and Naturalization
Services. The arrest comes on the
heels of a ruling of final deportation upheld by the 11th Circuit
United States Court of Appeals
on Nov. 15.
But Al-Najjar, a stateless
Palestinian, has nowhere to go.
He was first ordered deported
in 1997 after his student visa
expired. He was jailed for three
years and seven months on secret
evidence that the government
said linked him to terrorism and
made him a national security
threat.
He was released in December
2000 after Judge Joan Lenard
ruled that it is unconstitutional
to jail someone based on secret
evidence. Al-Najjar was not given
due process and, therefore, could
not adequately defend himself.
That ruling is being appealed
in a Miami district court by the
federal government, but a threejudge panel has not yet decided
whether to uphold Lenard's decision.
Al-Arian said no one has
heard from Al-Najjar since his
arrest and she worries for his
safety.
"We were hoping he would
call like last time," Al-Arian said.
"I just think that this time he is
not allowed. But we are all very
anxious to hear his voice."
She said she was concerned
because she does not know much
about the Federal Correctional
Institution at Coleman," the jail
where he is being detained 70
miles north of Tampa. She said
the last time he was in jail, he was
held in a.facility meant for temporary incarceration but spent
nearly four years there.
"We don't even know where he
is," Al-Arian said. "All they told
us was that he was at Coleman
near Gainesville. That's all the

knowledge we have now."
Another concern she had was
whether the prison would
respect Al-Najjar's observation of
Ramadan, which started on Nov.
16 and involves 30 days of fasting,
during which he can only eat
after the sun goes down.
Dan Nelson, public information officer for the U.S.
Department of Justice, said he
could not comment on the details
of the case.
"All I can say is the government is making arrangements for
(Al-Najjar's) deportation, and I
can't give a time frame on when
this case will be settled," Nelson
said.
The Department of Justice
said in a statement Saturday that
Al-Najjar was arrested "not based
on classified evidence" that put
him in jail four years ago but on
visa violations that made him
ineligible for any form of relief.
The statement goes on to say
that Al-Najjar "was responsible
for petitioning for other known
terrorists to obtain visas to enter
the United States."
The statement also addressed
Al-Najjar's involvement in World
and Islam Studies Enterprise, the
Middle Eastern think tank. It was
created by his brother-in-law
Sami Al-Arian, a USF professor
who is on paid leave after appearing on a nationally televised talk
show in late September that reintroduced allegations that the
think tank was a front for the
Palestinian Islamic Jihad.
PIJ is a terrorist organization
based out of Syria and is currently headed by Ramadan Abdullah
Shallah, a former USF adjunct
professor and former WISE member.
The statement described
WISE as an organization that
raised money for militant
Islamic-Palestinian groups such
as PIJ and Hamas.
The statement, however, contrasts an October 2000 ruling by
Immigration Judge R. Kevin
McHugh. McHugh said in his ruling there was not sufficient evidence to prove that Al-Najjar
raised money for terrorist organizations.
He also said there was no evidence to prove that WISE served
as a front for PIJ, but said there

NEWS
•Researchers from Advanced Cell Technology in Worcester,
Mass., claimed Sunday to have cloned a human embryo. Another
company, Clonaid, reacted to this announcement by stating that
they are "doing embryos every day." President George W. Bush is
calling the cloning "morally wrong," and the Vatican is also condemning the research. Opponents of human cloning hope that this
development will encourage the Senate to approve a ban on human
cloning that has already passed the House.
•Northern Alliance forces entered Konduz, Afghanistan, reportedly the last Taliban stronghold in the north, on Monday and met
no resistance. Northern Alliance leaders are also reporting few or
no civilian casualties in the takeover. Taliban troops began surrendering as early as one week ago, but the resistance did not cease
completely until Monday.
■The University of Virginia's honor committee is preparing to
investigate 72 more reported cases of plagiarism; eight students
have already left the school due to honor violations. The council has
been investigating 148 separate cases that all pertain to papers
written for an introductory physics course. UVA students have to
sign a pledge to uphold the school's honor code with their application.
•Iraq is refusing to allow United Nations inspectors to investigate
potential weapons violations until the UN lifts its current sanctions
on the nation. The sanctions, which have been restricting Iraq's use
of profits from the sale of oil since 1990, expire this Friday, but
many expect the UN to extend the sanctions until further arrangements can be established.
•New Bedford High School in Massachusetts appeared to avert a
putential disaster when the school was evacuated due to potential
bomb threats. A. janitor discovered detailed plans by multiple high
school students for detonating explosives, shooting students as they
tried to escape the buildings and then killing themselves. Three students have pled innocent to the charges, and two more are being
arraigned.

was evidence that WISE was a
"reputable and scholarly research
center."
David Cole, one of Al-Najjar's
attorneys, said Sunday the INS
can hold Al-Najjar for 90 days.
After the 90-day period, AlNajjar could stay incarcerated if
the government determined he
was a threat to national security
or a risk of flight.
"We are certainly going to try
to get him out before (the 90-day
period expires)," Cole said. "We
might ask the district director to
reconsider or seek a habeas
review."
Al-Najjar' is a stateless
Palestinian and was denied a visa
to the United Arab Emirates, the
country in which he was last a
citizen. He has said before that he
has "no national rights anywhere
in the world."
The last time Al-Najjar was in
jail, he applied for and received a
visa to go to Guyana, South
America, but Cole said government officials met with Guyana
government officials and convinced them to deny Al-Najjar
refuge in their country.
"It's not unusual. This happens
to stateless people," Cole said.
"He's in a situation of legal limbo
— ordered deported with
nowhere to go."
For Nahla Al-Arian, the future
of her brother is up in the air, as is
the future of his wife and three
young daughters who are also
under an order of deportation.
"It's a fear of the unknown,"
Nahla Al-Arian said. "Everything
is so gloomy. I saw his van parked
in front of his apartment
(Sunday), and I cried"
Sami Al-Arian, Nahla's husband, said his brother-in-law left
his apartment to get quarters at.a
gas station so he could do laundry.
Al-Arian said the INS seized
Al-Najjar just outside his apartment, where his three daughters
were sleeping. He said Al-Najjar's
children didn't know their father
was arrested until Al-Arian, who
received notification from the
INS, went to the apartment and
told the children.
"The children are devastated,"
Sami Al-Arian said. "And we
have totally lost confidence in
the system."
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Trouble with campus mascots*
plagues schools nationwideJESSICA ZISKO

The Daily Aztec (San Diego State U.)
Gamecocks, Plainsmen and
Trojans — problems with campus mascots and nicknames are
whizzing their way through the
media again.
University
of
South
Carolina's
mascot,
the
Gamecock, has recently been
criticized for glorifying cockfighting. The mascot has been
used at the university since
1904.
Last month, People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals
asked the South Carolina campus to remove the mascot.
The university is refusing to
comply. John Palms, the university's president, sent a letter to
PETA outlining the mascot's
historical significance to the
school and saying it would be
the mascot for many years to
come.
St. Petersburg College in
Florida recently changed its old
mascot, the Trojans, to the
Titans, an attempt to avoid the
jokes about the condom company that shares its name.
The school has used the
name since the early 1930s. It
was changed in June, when the
campus upgraded from a junior
college to an accredited fouryear university.
A committee spent five
months looking at alternatives.
The choice came down to the
Thunder or the Titans. The college's board of trustees chose
the latter by a one-vote margin.
Nebraska
Wesleyan
University changed its nickname, the Plainsmen, this year
because it did not represent
women and members of minority groups at the college.
The new name, the Prairie
Wolves, was chosen by the college's administrative council
after students rejected the old
one in an online poll.
The administration said
Prairie Wolves is sensitive to
gender and ethnicity and represents both its region and the
college's tradition.
A minor-league baseball
team in Salt Lake City ran into

a problem after it started using
Georgia
Institute
c^
Technology's mascot's name,
Buzz, for its team name.
The team has agreed to pay
Georgia Tech $600,000 fc*
infringing on the institute's
trademark, which it has owned
since 1988. The team also opted
to change its name to Stingers*
Another Georgia University
is in the news. Earlier this year,
Florida Gulf Coast University,
founded in 1997, started usin^the mascot Eagle. Critics say
the name is too similar to
Georgia Southern University's
Eagle.
*
FGCU's campus bookstore
ordered about $5,000 worth of
T-shirts, hats, and other paraphernalia donning the new
mascot. But, after receiving a
letter from Georgia Southern,
Florida Gulf Coast has stopped
using the design, and lawyers
from both institutions are
working on a compromise.
The use of campus mascot*,
has also spurred controversy in
student media.
Administrators at St. Cloud
State University, a private unW
versity in Minnesota, suspended one student for threatenir
to broadcast the campus' nic
name, the Fighting Sioux, on,
station hired by the universi*
to broadcast sports.
Administrators said the student violated a 1993 university
athletics department policy
which prohibits the use of.
American Indian nicknames
and mascots in all broadcasts,
publications and press releases.
The university's student government also passed a resolu^
tion earlier this month, restricting the campus media from
using the names. It rescinded
the decision a few weeks later.^
However, a subcommittee of
the student government will
present an alternative resolution to the group in the ne'aj
future.
St. Cloud State University
student media — a radio station,
television station and studertf
newspaper — are funded
through the student government.

Iowa State officials do not regret
destroying their anthrax samples'
KATIE NORRIS

Iowa State Daily (Iowa State U.)
More than a month after the
anthrax samples at Iowa State
University were destroyed, veterinary medicine officials remain confident about their decision.
The Veterinary Medicine Labs at
Iowa State destroyed its entire collection of anthrax samples Oct. 11
and 12 in response to bioterrorism
scares and security concerns. The
decision was made following a false
connection of Iowa labs to the
anthrax outbreaks in Florida and
the posting of guards at vet med
labs.
"On Oct. 9, a media report out of
Florida stated that the anthrax that
killed a man in Florida was stolen
from a lab in Iowa," said James Roth,
distinguished professor of veterinary microbiology and preventative
medicine.
Roth said the FBI reported the
connection was false several days
later. However, Gov. Tom Vilsack
already had responded to the situation by posting guards at the U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture
National Veterinary Services
Laboratory and the Veterinary
Medicine Labs in Ames. Guards also
were posted at the University of

Iowa Hygienic Lab.
"The Iowa Highway Patrol stood
guard outside of our laboratory 24
hours a day because [Vilsack] wanted to make sure that no one could
come in and take any of our
anthrax samples," Roth said. "They
stayed until we destroyed the samples."
The decision to destroy vet med's
collection of anthrax cultures was
made by Vet Med Dean Norman
Cheville, Associate Dean Don
Reynolds and Roth.
"The first question that we wanted to answer was were these test
tubes relevant to the investigation
into the current anthrax bioterrorism investigation and the anthrax
scare nationally," Cheville said.
Vet med personnel asked the
state department of environmental
health and safety to contact the FBI
and Centers for Disease Controland
Prevention labs about the relevance
of their samples, Cheville said.
"The FBI responded by saying
that the samples weren't important
for the ongoing investigation and it
was all right from their viewpoint if
we destroyed these specimens,"
Cheville said.
The second question vet med
officials dealt with concerned the
importance of the cultures for

genetic seed stock in other national
repositories, he said.
The two main repositories in the
nation are the National Veterinary
Services Lab in Ames and the U*
Army Medical Research Institute of
Infectious Diseases in Fort Detrick,
Md., Cheville said.
#
"Vet Med was not the only location that had these samples or these
types of samples," said Jim Dickson,
associate professor and chairman oi
microbiology.
Vet med personnel also considered whether destroying the
anthrax samples would hinder iss
own research, Cheville said, and
"the answer is no."
The last question concerned the
educational value of the sample!
because they had been used for
teaching, Cheville said.
"It would have cost us $30,000 a.
month to have this guarded," h?
said. "We wanted to direct tj|
money into education."
"The reason we decj
destroy them is they were*
ed, and we did not wani
way patrol to have three'
sitting outside our labors
said.
"Especially after
have better things a_
samples that are of n?
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•Prestigious major becoming Clemson's best pick
^ The Economics
Department continues its
road toward success.
•

COUKTENAY RYALS

senior staff writer

Countless improvements are
being made daily at the
University, and nowhere is this
more evident than in the economics department. Although
Jimited resources prevent the
program from being ranked
among the top economics powerhouses, like the University of
^Chicago and Harvard, Clemson's
own department is working hard
to model itself after those programs.
• By inviting top professors
from other schools to speak and
teach courses at the University,
students can benefit from their
expertise in specialized areas of
economics. Professor William
Dougan, economics department
chair, is proud of the various
•guests that have visited the
University. "The economics
department has brought to
Clemson three Nobel laureates,
four members of the National
Academy of Sciences, and four
past presidents of the American
Economic Association."
Most recently, the department
announced Professor Ronald
Coase, a 1991 Nobel Prize-winjaing economist who graduated
from the London School of
Economics, will be the distinguished guest at the commence*nent ceremonies this year.
Among other recent guests are
Ron Jones, a University of
Rochester professor, who has
4)een on campus twice to teach
courses in the theory of international trade, and the late
Professor Sherwin Rosen from the
"University of Chicago, who
taught a graduate course in labor
economics in the 1999 fall semester. Many other distinguished
Economists, including faculty
from Stanford, Harvard, UCLA
and the University of Chicago,

have also been visitors to
Clemson to speak to undergraduates.
In order for the department's
national reputation to grow further, however, Dougan believes
that some changes need to be
made, including the addition of
more professors. Currently, the
department has 15 professors;
Harvard has over 50. "We need to
get bigger. Recognition as a top
department depends not merely
on the quality of the faculty you
have, but also on the sheer number of top faculty you have,"
Dougan said.
Ten new faculty members will
be added in the next five years to
enhance certain areas oi economic emphasis, and a larger variety
of course offerings will be made
available to undergraduates.
Dougan also hopes that representatives from the department
will be able to receive more support for enlarging the research
aspect.
He
emphasized,
"Departments' rankings depend
ultimately on the impact of the
research they produce. It is
important that students and faculty be able to travel to professional conferences and other uniDAN GONZALEZ/1 .In. ■ editor
versities to present their work. ANALYZING THE SITUATION: Andrew Weinbach, instructor, teaches his students in an introductory economics
That is the way to build a reputa- course. This is one of the many economics classes available to all interested students.
tion within the profession."
ates with the opportunity to meet issues ranging from environmenHowever, Dougan stresses that any field."
Although Dougan realizes that some of the top economists in the tal policy to the internal structure
the department has its strengths.
"One thing I should stress is the the most critical element to country, and the Hugh H. of business firms," Dougan said.
Coase has had a profound
unity of the undergraduate and ensure the growth of the depart- Macaulay Professorship has
graduate programs. Every faculty ment is the commitment of the enabled the hiring of many visit- influence on the University.
Clemson offers a graduate level
member who teaches graduate University. Many gifts have been ing professors.
And as the effort of becoming course on the topic of property
students also teaches undergrad- given by alumni to help make the
uates. This is not true at places goals at hand reality. Financial a top economics department con- rights, a course in which the
like Chicago and Harvard. So support has been provided by tinues, the stage becomes bigger majority of the reading list is
almost anything that benefits the many, including the recent $6.9 and better with the arrival of authored by Coase. Dr. John
graduate program also benefits million donation by alumni Dr. Coase, who will come to Clemson Walker studied under Coase as a
student
at
the
the undergraduate program John Walker, now the namesake despite his reluctance to travel, as graduate
of the department. Others donors indicated by his decision not to University of Virginia.
here."
Dougan is excited about this
In recent years, undergradu- . include the Du Pont Corporation, attend Centennial Celebrations
opportunity. "The Board of
ates have been allowed to ta' e the Liberty Corporation, the of the Nobel Foundation.
"Coase was the first economist Trustees decided to recognize a
graduate courses in their sen jr Earhardt Foundation, the Arthur
year. Dougan hopes this tr nd and Holly Magill Foundation, the to consider carefully the implica- scholar of worldwide distinction
continues. "This not only deepens Hipp family and the family of tions of transaction costs for the who epitomized their highest
their knowledge of economics, Russell D. Shannon. The Harris organization of economic activi- aspirations for Clemson. The
but it helps prepare them for the Professorship, endowed by John B. ty. His work revolutionized the Trustees' choice of Professor
rigors of graduate student life in Harris, has provided undergradu- way that economists think about Coase was both wise and bold."

Tigers lose blood battle
«► Gamecocks beat up
Tigers in second victory this
season.
ASHLEY GALLOWAY

staff writer

Alpha Phi Omega recently
sponsored the annual Clemson
vs. USC Blood Drive in conjunction with the University and
local blood banks.
An-Med
♦Regional, The Blood Connection
of Greenville and The Blood
Bank of Spartanburg all came
out to participate in this year's
%vent, which raised 1,781 units of
blood to be dispersed across the
Upstate. The 1,781 units of blood
that the University and surrounding community raised are
estimated to save up to 3,600
lives. But with those 3,600 lives
the University saved, its rival
TjSC saved many more, raising
2,397 units.
There are many speculations
^is to why the University lost by
such a large margin this year. The
Tigers have always had a winning tradition; even with this
.year's loss, the University still
remains on top with a record of
12 wins and 5 losses. Blood Drive
Chair Doug Lewis suggested
*nany reasons for the decline, the
first being a good old-fashioned
fear of needles. Lewis claimed,
"People just do not realize how
•important donating blood is."
Believe it or not, the Clemson
Tigers Football team may have
played a part in the loss of the
4>lood drive this season. With the
Tigers' recent losing streak, the
community seems to be exhibiting a low morale when it comes

to school spirit. Also, the fact that
the Clemson vs. USC game was
away this season contributed,
taking away the support of tailgaters and other campus visitors.
Blood drive volunteer John
Foster also cited the September
11 attacks as a major factor in the
decline. Many students flooded
local blood banks to donate
blood in support of the nation.
This left some with the thought
that since they had donated
blood for the attacks that it
would be too soon for them to
donate again. However, this simply was not true.
"People can give blood every
56 days, but most people seem to
think that they must wait over
60 days," Foster stated. With
attacks only 63 days old, some
students just thought that it was
too soon.
Lewis also believes the
University could have been victim
to
advertising.
The
University of South Carolina's
sponsor for the blood drive was
the Red Cross, which has grown
considerably in the last few
months due to the attacks on
New York and Washington, D.C.
Lewis insinuates that this factor
could have contributed to the
rise in of donations at USC.
Alpha Phi Omega wants to
stress the importance of donating blood, no matter what the
reason may be. Although it
would have been nice to beat
USC, the importance lies in how
much blood is received. Alpha
Phi Omega urges the community
to give blood as much as possible.
The need for blood is always present.
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Two Main Sessions:
May 22 to July 3 and
July 8 to August 1^6

GW Summir offers a learning experience
of uncommon quality, including 500 courses

.1..

from 70 different areas of study.
GW also offers a unique selectio
of special institutes, summer abroad programs,
and distance learning courses.
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Registration begins April 4 T—«X

www.surnmer.gwu.edu
email: sumprogs@gwu.edu • phone: (202) 994-6360
GW is an equal opportunity institution.
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Abuse of disabled
parking is a problem
Able students need to stop abusing
their handicapped parking priveleges
Clemson was designed as a
walking campus. It was built on a
huge piece of land, so students
have to walk alot to get to their
classes, especially commuters.
Commuter lots are all pretty far
from most class buildings, so
these unfortunate souls Usually
end up having to walk the most.
Sadly, many of them, and others,
are too lazy to do all that walking, or to get up early enough to
get to class on time. So what's the
solution these slackers have
found? Get a handicap tag for
your car, and then abuse the hell
out of it.
It's not hard to come by one of
these. All you have to do is sprain
an ankle, break an arm or a leg, or
have a bad knee. Actually, you
could even just know someone
else with one of these problems
and use theirs. If you have one of
the above problems (or a host of
others), you can get a tag at
Redfern, Parking Services or from
the state of South Carolina. The
people that issue these are nice
enough to make the expiration
date a ridiculous amount of time
after the actual injury occurs, say
a year for a sprained ankle. The
recipient has a "good-anywhere"
parking pass for their eleven
months of recovery time.
When we say they're good
anywhere, we mean anywhere.
You don't even have to park in an
actual space with one of these
babies. You can park in the most
tow-prone areas on campus, and
Parking Services won't even give
you a second look.
You can arrive for -class three
minutes early, park right in front
of the building, and still make it
on time. You can park ten feet
from Pike's front doors and not
have to exert yourself on your
way to exercise (ironic, huh?). The

handicapped tag is the key to
effortless parking everywhere in
Clemson. Get your hands on one
of them and you'll never walk
more than twenty feet to get anywhere again.
Does anyone else see the moral
problem here? We have the crazy
idea that handicapped parking
should be for those who are actually handicapped. People that
really need to use those blue
parking spaces could conceivably
find themselves without a place
to park because a bunch of lazy
students are abusing the tags.
We get a lot of visitors to our
campus, many of whom are probably little old ladies and gentlemen who don't walk as well as
they used to, and they actually
need to park right in front of
everything. They deserve these
spots; they've been walking
around for about four times as
long as most students have. And
let's not forget those people who
do have a legitimate disability
like an injury or a heart problem.
America is the most obese
country in the world. Our collective laziness definitely contributes to that problem. Maybe
the students in Clemson who are
healthy enough to walk to class
should actually do it. We could
really use the exercise.
Next time you think about
using a handicapped tag when
you don't need one, think about
the people who do need them,
and act like you have some semblance of good character.
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It's been a crazy fall for the airline
know.
industry. Being a person who
Some things are just coinciflies once a month, I can't say
dences. We have to look at the news
that I've completely enjoyed it
in a completely different light. I'm
myself. After the crash of
not saying that the press lies, just
American Airlines Flight 587 two
that the press may not know any
weeks ago, it took courage and the
more than what they are told by
motivation of Thanksgiving dinthe government and the industries.
ner with friends and family to get
The saying "You can't always
on American Airlines to fly home
believe what you read" is someto Boston.
thing to consider and rely on these
Getting on the plane itself, howdays.
ever, was not what really bothered
It also bothered me that the
me. It was the feeling of not knowcause of the crash of Flight 587
ing. In today's
was found fairly
war-ridden world
quickly and yet the
with journalism
story was already
Carolyn Lemere
showing us much
behind the scenes. I
TimeOut
but at the same
know now is not the
editor
time nothing at
time to focus negaall, it's difficult to
tive attention on the
know what's true
airlines since so
and what is really going on. For
many people still refuse to fly after
Flight 587 they had multiple sceSept. 11, but a plane crashing into a
narios on why it had crashed into a
town is a serious issue. It not only
Long Island village minutes after
affects the passengers in the planes
take-off. The experts then
and their loved ones, but all those
informed us that the cause of the
who live and work under flight
crash was a result of turbulence
paths.
from the plane that had taken off
While airport security becomes
just before it. Before, there had been
much more strict, so now must the
talk about birds going into one of
routine checks on airlines. It may
the engines. This reasoning didn't
be tough to do, but as the airline
make me believe that the answer
companies enhance their methods
released was true and I know
for security and maintenance they
many others don't either. Was it an
also need to really start watching
act of terrorism? We may never
their employees. Are they trustwor-
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thy, honest and thorough? All of
these steps have to be taken nowa- *
days in order to assure safety and to
prevent tragedies. Since the last
thing the airlines need right now is
more negative press, I'm sure that •
they are doing their best to meet
these precautions. They need to for
their survival.
As the holiday travel season
*
begins, remember not to let these
issues stop your plans. Support the
economy by supporting the airlines and go with what you feel is
best. Unfortunately, what is best is
not always what js comfortable.
The industry may be struggling, ^
but they do need our help. It has
been said many times that the best
thing to do during this time is to let
your life go on as normal.
•
After flying home this time, it
does seem like the airline workers
are trying much harder to be cautious and not let anything that
•
could be potentially dangerous
miss their attention. After all, I
wrote this entire article while waiting in line for the security check- •
point at Logan Int'l. So take those
vacations and visit those relatives!
Have a happy and safe holiday
season.
»
Carolyn Lemere is a senior majoring
in economics. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
•

Letters to the Editor

Football is just an
excuse to get drunk
It's time to cut state government funding for Clemson
University. Walk the campus on
any football Saturday, and you'll see
the biggest open beer bash in
America. A Budweiser tent stands
right across from the main
entrance (Saturday, Oct. 20).
Thousands of minors walk around
with beer and what smells like
hard liquor, without being challenged by police or University-officials. Some adults and students
willingly shove a beer can into the
hands of minors walking by.
What is Clemson teaching its
students about substance abuse,
about respect for their bodies, and
about the respect for the law? To
what degree is Clemson guilty of
contributory negligence in any
accidents or deaths that occur?
Distributing alcoholic beverages to
minors, contributing to delinquency of minors, ad numerous other
laws are clearly being broken by
the University, and our tax dollars
are supporting it. If two leading
national college fraternities are
enforcing a ban on alcohol on their
chapters' property, shouldn't we
expect the same of the leadership
of Clemson University? Or, do these
fraternities have better leaders and

care more about students and
minors who visit the campus than
the University administrators (they
can't be called leaders) do?
It is time for our legislators to
send Clemson a message, and cut
funding for Clemson University
until it joins the rest of the state in
enforcing all alcohol laws, at all
times.
Alfred Carter

in a letter to The State

Hoo. If you don't, then it sounds *
downright sissified. At any rate not
a part of Clemson tradition, and I
know because I have been a fan
#
since 1947.
Doug Beach

Clemsonfoot ba I I/atj
The Woo-Hoo is horrible and
needs to stop! Who started that
crap! December the first I don't
want to hear it

•

Adam McClain

Clemsonfootballfa*

Requests to stop
doing the "WooHoo"
I'd like to add my name to the
list of people against the Woo-Hoo
cheer. We have become the laughing stock of the state and the ACC
based on this cheer. Other schools
have signs and articles referring to
us as the Clemson Woo-Hoo's. The
cheer is not a tradition, it covers up
a good part of the song, interferes
with the real C-L-E... cheer, and is
overall not cool. Everyone, please
stop doing it!
Tom Utley

Clemson football fan
If you believe in bad luck, then it
was probably caused by that Woo-

Please get rid of this non-tradition! The Woo-Hoo is the most
ridiculous thing I've ever heard! I •
don't Woo-Hoo and never will.
Allen Dryden

Clemsonfootballfan

Letters to the editor should be no
more than 500 words. They should
include the author's name, signa->
ture, and phone number. They will
be checked for authenticity. Letters
may be edited for clarity and
grammar.
THE TIGER
staff,
reserves the right to edit, print or
omit all letters submitted to the
editor.
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-Survive home this Christmas Commercialism kills X-mas!
■ sn't winter break great? Can't wait to
*■ party with those old high school buddies
I you haven't seen in ages, collect loot from
the Bigjolly One, light the menorah, or sleep
until noon every day? You are not alone.
The sugar plum visions dancing through
the heads of weary college students are not
exactly of gumdrops and candy canes. No,
what we have envisioned for our weeks of
freedom involves a few more trips over the
river and through the woods to the bar than
to grandma's house, but don't try to tell our
_#parents that. Whether you will be traveling
across the country, outside of the U.S., or just
a few miles down the
highway, winter break
•represents a return to
what was once familiar
and normal: home. And
while there's no place like
-•home for the holidays
(rights to this phrase purchased from Cliches 'R'
Us), the season is never quite the tree-trim-.
Trnin' good time we remember from our childhood days.
This is the eternal question: how do you
get along with your parents and live by their
*rules when the last time you heard the words
"you aren't going out at this time of night,"
they were pointing out the futility of a beer
run in the wee hours of Sunday morning?
*How do you manage to get into the spirit of
the holiday season when the last carol you
remember (vaguely) is the one you encountered last Friday night at that toga party (or
was it a "Cheryl")?
This issue is especially perilous for freshmen who have come to treasure their newfound liberty above all else and whose families may not have realized that their little
tigers, once given a taste of freedom, won't be
so willing to return to captivity. Well cubs,
•you are in luck because after consulting a
distinguished panel of upperclassmen and
even a few of their parents, I have come up
with my Christmas gift to all of you: a list of
helpful strategies for surviving your winter
holidays at home.
,
1. Get a job. This may sound like a real
drag, but it can be fun as well as financially

uplifting, and best of all, it gets you out of the I have often lost possible close consummate partners because I only celebrate
way of your family. This will also please your
parents who will assume that you have
two holidays during the year—Memorial
matured during your time here at Clemson
and Veteran's Day. Many have asked "why?"
into a responsible adult type.
My reply is the hypocrisy and commercial2. Play the sympathy card. Get your fam- ization.
ily to buy you things by telling them horror
Imagine if you will that today is Jan. 2,
stories of dorm life. This is also a good way to 2002, and you were homeless and hungry,
possibly with children. You ate well during
get Mom to make you that favorite dish of
yours that she hates to make. And remember, the festive season from Thanksgiving to
it doesn't matter if the stories aren't true.
Christmas. You have received gifts and the
What they don't know can't hurt them, but it media has pimped you very well for the
local Salvation Army and United Way. Now
can certainly improve your wardrobe.
you are left to fend for yourself and family
3. Take naps. This trick is especially usefor the rest of the year.
ful in the first week or so of
This is a sad situation.
break when you can cite an
The only thing worth
overabundance of exam
Elizabeth
being thankful for on
week all-nighters as the
Thanksgiving Day is the
causes of your repose
Renedo
fact that you shall not
response.
columnist
4. Drink more. You may have to worry about food
or shelter for a period of a
not think this is possible,
but you'll be surprised how
month. Your thought of
Christmas has actually descended to x-mas,
much it can take to wash away those pearls
of wisdom offered up by dear old Dad. It will losing the Christ because sorely he would
provide for your needs for more than 1/12 of
also increase your festivity level, which
the year.
comes in handy when you realize that no
I have heard people say, "They need to
matter how "mature" you become, you will
never control the remote under your parents' help themselves out of their pathetic lot.
They could be better than they are. They
roof.
just want sympathy." In contradiction, what
5. Keep your Walkman with you at all
do you call a Congressional Medal of Honor
times. Do not remove those headphones, no
winner who happens to be homeless? What
matter what happens. If you are lucky, your
would you call a plant or textile worker who
family will eventually tire of having to grab
your arm or throw things at you to get your
has worked on a job for 29 years and is laid
attention and give up talking to you altogeth- off, who is no longer capable of maintaining
their families in that just above poverty
er. I also cannot stress enough the imporlevel? What about the homemaker whose
tance of maintaining a sufficient supply of
spouse has died, leaving them with multiple
batteries to keep your new best friend going.
children and no life insurance or savings?
If you are unfortunate enough to run out of
juice, just pretend that the tunes are still rock- These are not people who are in need of
sympathy or insincere handouts. They are
ing. Leave the phones on and dance around
even more obnoxiously than usual; they'll
people on hard times.
On the other hand, 'tis the season to serinever know the difference.
ously consider how this pagan season
I hope this advice makes your break surviyable, even fun. Happy, or at least tolerable,
should affect your compassionate side and
the ability to give. X-mas has lost signifiholidays to all!
cant meaning in these commercially filled
Elizabeth Renedo is a junior studyhngEnglish.
days. Receipt of gifts from loved ones is a
Email comments to
must because those gifts are confirmation of
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
that love.

Kevin Tucker is a senior majoring in philosophy. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu

The Editors' Corner

SPEAKINGOUT
.Do students abuse handicapped parking priveleges?

Meagan Smith

Brian Parsons

William Plemons

industrial
engineering
junior

finance
sophomore

marketing
freshman

"Yes. I know many people who get
temporary tags and use them past the
expiration just so they won't be late to
•class."

Remember that the greatest gift on this
day was supposedly God's gift of his son
who was to be the savior ofall mankind.
Then there was the gift of Jesus giving his
life for man. Jesus, in addition, gave man a
role model to live according to through his
actions. We lack the consistent actions of
Jesus and the courage to leave our realm of
'Me-ism and I-ism.' Many who profess
themselves Christians have broken their
covenant with God by not assisting their fellow brethren.
Simply put, it is our job to take care of
each other year-round, and provide for those
who cannot provide for
themselves and families. I
am not a liberal, just a
compassionate person
who find hypocrisy to be
the greatest dilemma of
our time. We should have
learned from the man
/spirit we give thanks to
in November and try to emulate in
December. Love is a continuous and evergrowing need. Take time to express this
newness to a family that has a lesser lot
than you and promise to yourself and God
that you shall help them rise above the perils of their lives with whatever you can
without harm to you.
No longer look lowly upon your fellow
man and find him offensive but a creature
thar may have missed the comforts and
securities that you have. Jesus dined with
the sinners, walked with the lepers, raised
the dead, soothed the savages, and made
peace on earth with goodwill to other men.
I once passed a man who asked me to
"spare a dime for a hungry man?" I asked
him what was his need? His reply was
"food!" I then inquired as to which restaurant. He said, "A hungry man doesn't ask for
elaborate food, just food!" This is good wisdom to remember and live by, because Xians are. in need of spiritual food. May God
bless you merry people this holiday season.

"Yeah, I've seen people use the handicap tags to park closer to basketball
courts and then get out and play for an
hour."

"Yeah. I wish I had one of those handicap parking stickers. But it's not right
that people abuse it. Also, if you have
one and park illegally, parking services
won't tow you. That's abusing it too."

Blake Wright

undeclared
sophomore
"Yes. Handicapped parking was invented for the handicapped. Only use it if
you're handicapped. It's like a man
using the women's bathroom."

Justin Way

biology
sophomore

"No. Every time I see a handicapped
space, it's open. There's not that many
handicapped people on campus."

We are misled patriots
Martial law... reality for "nonci- mistakes though, even our govtizens" on U.S. soil. We are a ernment.
I don't trust individuals all of
scared people, approving legislation that destroys everything the time.
This course of action gives a lot
great about our nation in search
of power to one individual. Why
of safety. Safety at what cost?
Many people are quite is there a need to use military triunaware that the Patriot Act bunals? Has the head of our jus(anti-terrorism bill) gives the tice department lost faith in his
head of our justice department, department's ability to be fair and
John Ashcrof t (a man whose ethi- expedient? We Americans are
barbarians, we cancal identity has
not punish quickly
been in question by
enough.
many
in
the
Will Bryant
We should not
American public
managing
be so quick to punand Congress for
editor
ish, but should look
some time now) the
for the truth, and
authority to call a
military tribunal, rather than know that we have the right maa
civil trial if a suspected terrorist There isn't a point in locking up
an innocent— an unintentional
not of U.S. origin is caught.
Upon first glance, I - in my scapegoat— in the name of. swift
enraged post September 11th justice.
I suppose the reason why I am
patriotic and retaliatory sentiment - praised the notion as a freaking out over this is for the
good move for quick action and same reason it was instituted:
good riddance to bad rubbish, safety. Previously in the United
mer
ican
and all that sort of jazz. Upon fur- States if you were on A
ther examination: the notion, soil and not a US. Citizen you
well, it's all rather fascist. Land of were guaranteed the same basic
the free, home of the brave, right? rights under the Constitution.
I realize that people that are The passage of this bill starts to
not citizens of this country are encroach on individual rights.
guests, and should act as so, at the That threatens my safety and my
same time they should also be freedom as an American, and
afforded the same right to due frankly I am scared.
An over abundance of security
process and trial by peers. The
military tribunals set before can start to hamper the pursuit of
accused terrorists are final, no happiness, and paranoia can
hope for appeals. Sure, hang those prove to be rather destructive.
I trust the civil justice system.
terrorists high; we want revenge.
This may be a war on terror,
I'd like to make sure they are the
but that doesn't mean that we
real terrorists first though.
For the most part I trust our should throw away the ideas that
government, and I am so proud to separate us from the fascists we
be an American. Everyone makes are often portrayed as.

CAROLYN LEMERE

&

ALISON BRUCE

TimeOut editor & editorial editor
Cafe Rendezvous is probably one of Seneca's best kept
secrets, but not for long. With its fine French-Cajun cuisine, cozy atmosphere and large selection of wine, the
cafe is definitely one of a kind in this area. Proprietor, Pat
Thompson has worked hard getting the restaurant up
and running. Spending nine months carefully redoing
DAVID KAUtfassistanc photo editor
the old building, which was an old boardinghouse
FRENCH FLARE The outside of Cafe
upstairs and restaurant below, Cafe Rendezvous opened
Rendezvous is decoratedfor the season.
its doors to customers in April of 2000. The decor alone is
something to come and admire. A painted mural covers surprised because there was much more chicken and
the wall of the downstairs dining room, tiles and colorful vegetables than there was angel hair pasta. It's delicious,
stools decorate the bar, and fireplaces and pottery deco- the light sauce that it is mixed with adds a very nice flarate the upstairs dining room, which overlooks the bar vor. There was so much food I had to take some home for
area below The low buzz of conversation and the glow of dinner the next night! You get your money's worth, that's
candles adorning each table make the dining experience for sure.
A: As I said earlier, I had the crawfish etouffee for my
more intimate than most eateries. Bottles of wine decorate the entire length of the wall from the bar to the ceil- entree. It was fabulous. Very rich and very spicy. I'm not
ing, adding a French flare.
the biggest fan of spicy stuff, but I still totally loved it. It's
Alison and I are back to tell you about yet another basically a crawfish stew, with a whole bunch of tiny,
delicious dining experience.
whole crawfish tails. It surrounds a little mound of rice,
Carolyn: My first thoughts were that the decor was and again, most restaurants would give you more rice
very unique. Even the lanterns outside reminded me of a than stew, but not Cafe Rendezvous. I was pretty stuffed
little French cafe. Much detail was placed in it. The after my entree, but I did save a teeny bit of room for
barstools even match the tiles on the bar. I loved the dessert.
. mural and the dainty white lights hanging along the
C: Yes! My favorite part of any meal! And it's such a
woodwork. They add character.
treat here. The signature dessert is strawberry sorbet.
Alison: I liked all the different pieces of pottery scat- Don't let the name fool you, though. It's a berry sorbet in
tered around the place. There were a few fireplaces a carmelized cone, called a ginger cup. The two flavors
upstairs, from the boardinghouse days, that they actual- really complimented each other. And presentation is
ly use in the winterspectacular for
time. Of course,
all the dishes.
they're
probably
Flavored syrup
referring to winters
flowers adorned
that are actually
the side of the
dish.
cold, unlike the one
we are experiencing
A: I had one of
now Needless to say,
the chocolate
the fireplaces were
desserts, as usual.
not in use when we
I am a registered
were there. We
chocoholic,
should move on to
therefore I have
the food, though,
very picky taste
buds when it
because that was the
best part.
comes to that
sweet, heavenly
C The food is
incredible and the
brown stuff. I
ordered
the
portions are very
generous.
The
chocolate raspshrimp and crabberry cake, and it
meat in a puff pastry
was sinfully deliis a very tasty appecious. It's a very
tizer. It has shrimp
dense, rich threeand crabmeat with
layer cake with
vegetables in a pasDAVID KAUtfassistanl photo editor thick fudgy icing
try with a delicious DATE PLACE: Cafe Rendezvous provides intimate diningfor area resi- and a definite
sauce choron driz- dents in downtown Seneca.
raspberry flavor.
zled over it. But be
All in all, I was
careful: it's very filling and you definitely want to save extremely satisfied at the end of that meal.
room for the main meal dessert!
C Great decor, wonderful food, and a huge selection of
A: I must say here that this is one of the few restau- wines and coffee drinks, how can you go wrong? Their
rants I've been to that don't try to skimp on the seafood. wine list contains pretty much any wine the connoisseur
You know how some restaurants will have, like, a shrimp could ask for and in a price range to meet all budgets.
dish or something on their menu, and you order it and Also, unique to many other restaurants, Rendezvous
there are maybe 3 or 4 shrimp in the whole thing? Well, serves a sweet selection of flavored cappuccinos, lattes,
that doesn't happen here. The appetizer had so much mochas, almost anything you could get at a coffee shop.
A: This is a great place to take your girlfriend, guys.
shrimp that I couldn't eat it all, and my entree, which had
crawfish tails, was loaded with the little suckers.
SEE FOOD, PAGE 7
CI had the Pasta Rendezvous with chicken. I was also

If you are looking for a casual and relaxing dining experience that is guar-*
anteed to please every appetite in your group then Riviera Restaurant is the
place to go. Located on Highway 93 at the 123 bypass, the Riviera offers a
wide variety of entrees that will satisfy everyone from the picky, strictly
"burger and fries" eater to those with more adventurous tastes for interna- *
tional cuisine.
A Turkish family opened Riviera in Clemson five years ago. Kaan and
Burak Tulbentci run the restaurant while their mother, Bilen Goren, does the #
cooking. Kaan calls his mother's superb Turkish cooking their "competitive
advantage" in the resturant business.
Both Kaan and Burak came to Clemson to earn master's degrees in business. Kaan received his MBA and taught in the management department at»
the University for six years. Burak also received his master's degree in industrial management. They say that they chose owning a restaurant as opposed

vnviv nfiMV a^OLmaui | 'Mi

TURKISH DELIGHT: The Riviera provides unique cuisine to Clemson
to a specific business career because they really enjoy it.
Their love for cooking and running the restaurant really shows in their*
hospitality. As soon as guests walk into the dinning room they are invited to
have a seat and make themselves at home. Kaan and Burak are also happy
to describe any of the Turkish dishes that are unfamiliar to new guests.
,
For anyone who has never tried Turkish food, I highly recommend it. It is
similar to Greek or Mediterranean-style food. Kaan calls it "food of the
Ottoman Empire," which ruled the Mediterranean causing a blending of
culture and thus foods, which produced this fine cuisine.
•
Some of the primary ingredients in Turkish food are vegetables such as
eggplant, tomatoes, grape leaves, hummus and rice; meats such as chicken,
beef and the traditional lamb; dairy foods such as feta cheese and the very
tasty yoghurt sauce; and pita bread. All of the foods at the Riviera are fresh*
(no canned vegetables) and only top quality meats are used. All of the traditional dishes are prepared with olive oil rather than vegetable oil, which is
high in saturated fat.
My friend Ashley and I began our meal at the Riviera with the*
Mediterrean Plate, an appetizer of hummus, babaganus, kisir and stuffed
grape leaves served with pita bread. This traditional dish was excellent. It
was also all vegetarian and very healthy.
For my meal I tried the Chicken Iskender Kebab. This entree features all*
white meat chicken served with yoghurt sauce and tomatoes on hot pita
bread. It was very similar to chicken souvlaki at a Greek restaurant except
it was served warm, which really brought out the flavor in the dish. Ashley
tried the more Americanized Gyro and spicy fries, which she said was the"
best she's ever tasted. We finished our meal with the traditional
Mediterranean dessert, baklava, which is one of my favorites.
But don't worry if you are not an adventurous eater; the Riviera has plen-#
ty for you to choose from too. They offer a selection of Italian dishes, steaks,
salads, hot oven subs, pizzas, burgers and sandwiches. They also serve a
wide variety of Turkish and American vegetarian dishes.
In addition to having great food, the Riviera Restaurant has other special,
features as well. Monday night is Wings Night, with 30-cent wings and beer
specials. On the first Tuesday night of each month the Riviera host a Turkish
teast buffet, and on Thursday and Friday nights Burak performs live
acoustic music.
«
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Exchange Street
^Pub and grille
ERIC KRANTZ

staff writer

The square in downtown Pendleton is
home to a number of unique shops and
restaurants often overlooked by Clemson
students. The Exchange Street Pub and
Grille is one such restaurant. They offer a
diverse dining experience, from a full bar
to a two-story eating area. The restaurant
has made a few changes in an effort to
attract more college students and their
families.
Formally known as the Lazy Islander,
the Exchange Street Pub and Grille has
recently undergone a change in management in the past year. Now, the restaurant
has two distinct halves. On one side, there
is a full bar for a more social setting.
Friends can drink and gather around for a
game of pool. The other half is a fine dining experience. There is an upstairs dining
area that overlooks the town square.
The Exchange Street Pub and Grille
offers an extensive menu that will please
even the pickiest of eaters. They have a
number of reasonably priced burgers and

sandwiches such as the Chicken Cordon
Bleu and. the Oyster Po' Boy. Entries
include seafood, steaks and chicken dishes.
Patrons can choose from entrees such as
Honey Glazed Salmon and Chicken
Picatta. Vegetarians and light eaters need
not worry.
They have over eleven different pasta
and stir fry dishes on the menu as well.
These items include the spicy Exchange
Street Jambalaya and the Pub Stir Fry.
The price of entrees range from about
$10 to $15, whereas the sandwiches and
burgers are generally $5 to $7.
They also feature specials and plan to
constantly keep the menu fresh and innovative so that diners will always have a variety of foods to choose from. You can also
try some peanut butter pie for dessert.
They also have a children's menu.
The location is one of the best qualities
of this restaurant. Most tables have a view
of the historic square and the rest of the
town of Pendleton.
However, this is not all the Exchange
Street Pub and Grille has to offer. Part of
the dining area can be booked for private

^"•^

DAVID KALK/assistjnt photo editor

FINE GRILLING: Exchange Street Pub and Grille has a little somethingfor everyone.

parties making it a great place for groups to
have a large gathering before the holidays
or on other occasions. In January, they
hope to feature live music in the bar area.
Also, no college bar would be complete
without some karaoke. The managers say
that students will be able to show off their
singing talents at the start of the new year.
The Exchange Street Pub and Grille is
open for lunch and dinner everyday except

Sundays.
They feature both smoking and nonsmoking areas. Perhaps you are looking for
a nice place to go on a date or a bar to
socialize with some friends. Maybe the
parents are in town and you need a new
restaurant to try.
The Exchange Street Pub and Grille is
the place for you. So go enjoy some delicious food at a great location.

£ee's on
£eisure
RENEE RILEY

JAMI FAGG

senior staff writer

assistant TimeOut editor

0

Looking for a fine dining experience to enhance
a time of relaxation with good friends, a weekend
visit from your parents or a romantic evening with
someone special? If so, Lee's on the Avenue is the
place to go. Tucked away just off College Avenue
behind the Astro Cinema, Lee's serves delicious
steak and seafood dishes in a casually elegant
atmosphere that is sure to please.
Lee Pollard, the owner and head chef
opened Lee's on the Avenue about a year and
a half ago. However, this is not his first experience with the restaurant business in
Clemson. He also owns Explorers and previously served as chef for Pixie and Bill's
and Calhoun Corners.
Not only does Lee Pollard have a history in
Clemson but the building on College Avenue
where Lee's and a variety of other small shops are
located does as well. It was Clemson's first grocery
store. The area where Lee's is now used to be the
meat market; the metal ceiling that was installed to
help keep the area cool is still there as a reminder.
The history, however, is not the only aspect of the
restaurant worth going for, the service is great as
well. Bill Geddings, the manager, adds to the already
welcoming atmosphere by coming by each table to
ask how the meal is going and make friendly conversation that puts customers totally at ease.
The wait-staff, primarily made up of students, is very friendly and knowledgeable as
well. For instance, our waiter, John Mitchell, who
is a student at Tri-County Tech., was very helpful. He
made excellent recommendations from the menu and
the wine list. He was also very happy to answer all of my
questions.
Lee's on the Avenue has a great history and atmosphere but the real reason you should try it is the food. The
menu includes a variety of steak, seafood and chicken
dishes, that all sound delicious. It was to hard decide, but
I finally settled on the crab cakes and shrimp, which I
highly enjoyed. The crab cake was filled with succulent
crabmeat and wonderful seasoning and the shrimp were
lightly battered and fried with the same seasoning. As
my side items I had scrumptious garlic-mashed potatoes
and a salad with homemade dressing.
My fiance, who is a self-proclaimed steak connoisseur,
had the filet mignon. He said, "This steak has excellent
flavor, it's so tender, I can cut it with a fork." He also
enjoyed the garlic-mashed potatoes.
I don't recommend skipping dessert, when you visit
Lee's on the Avenue. They serve a variety of chocolate, ice
cream and cream cheese desserts that all look wonderful.
My fiance and I both chose the chocolate-raspberry
cheesecake but after seeing the dessert tray it was really
tough to pick just one. Some of the other choices were, a
homemade ice cream crepe, which is filled with vanilla ice cream and chocolate fudge sauce topped with
whipped cream; a Breyers ice cream truffle, which is a
scoop of chocolate and vanilla ice cream covered in a
shell of white chocolate; and both chocolate and plain
creme brulee, just to name a few.

FABULOUS, That is the only way to describe the
food, service, and style that are a part of dining at Cafe
Leisure. The bright colored dining room is reminiscent of a Parisian bistro and the classical piano music
that accompanies those dining makes for an elegant
atmosphere. The restaurant is part of the 161year-old Liberty Hall Inn in Pendleton, which is
as charming and pleasing to the eye as the
restaurant. The inn and restaurant are owned
and operated by Randy and Lorette Hayes.
According to Lorette, "cooking and decorating; it is all a matter of creating—I love it."
Lorette, the house chef, is self-taught and
has learned her trade well. Everything from the
filet mignon to the scallion vinaigrette dressing
has a homemade appeal with a touch of class
that most chefs strive a lifetime to achieve. As
you eat and bask in the brightly colored dining
room, it is hard to imagine that a restaurant as fine
as this is tucked away in a corner of South Carolina.
Some of the feature items that Lorette prepares
include pecan fried brie, crab cakes, and glazed pork.
And if you still have room her specialty desserts
include crepes and an alternative that is made daily.
It is important for one to remember when dining at
Cafe Leisure that the restaurant has its own wine that
is bottled specifically for them in California under the
Liberty House label. It is the perfect compliment to
any meal.
In a restaurant as fine as this it always an issue
of timing the meal and the courses. Both the wait
staff and the cook do nice job of coordinating the meal.
There was no wait nor was their any rush. However, it is
recommended that reservations be made for both lunch
and dinner. Cafe Leisure is located at 621 So. Mechanic St.
in Pendleton.
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While there are some nice restaurants in Clemson, they're
all pretty much your standard steak and chicken places.
That's all well and good, but Cafe Rendezvous is a little
different. The menu is creative, and definitely not typical
to this area. Trust me, guys, girls like it when you switch
things up a little. Oh, and I must insert a hint to my
boyfriend here: Darling, next time we go out to a nice dinner, this is where I want to go.
C: The prices are reasonable. Appetizers are all around
$7, entrees range from around $10-$27, and desserts are
$4-$5. The Cafe offers Early Bird Specials Monday
through Thursday nights from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m: All
entrees listed are $10.95. It's a great deal.
Cafe Rendezvous is located at 113 Ram Cat Alley in
downtown Seneca. They offer a private room for functions and special occasions. From graduation parties to
wedding rehearsal, it's a nice setting for any memorable
event. Bill Caldwell, one of the partners of the restaurant,
stated, "It's somewhere nice. It lends that special touch to
special occassions."
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Clemson students survive holiday air travel

► Some were skeptical, but
in the end, airport security
wasfine.
KATIE CASEY

staff writer
Thanksgiving week has always
been the busiest travel time of the
year, with many people flying to
spend the holiday with friends and
family. If at all possible, airports
were generally places to avoid last
week, since large crowds are
always a potential for chaos, yet
things were even crazier this year.
Since the terrorist attacks of Sept.
11, airports have heightened security, increasing the amount of time
necessary for travelers to be in airEorts as Clemson students flew
ome for Thanksgiving, many for
the first time on a plane since the
attacks.
Due to the decrease in the number of people traveling by air since
the attacks, airlines have been
forced to consolidate flights and to
cancel others, changing the" travel
plans for some students and making it difficult for them to get home.
Kim Doering, a biological sciences
freshman, and Anne Stanton, a
PRTM major, made arrangements
months ago to fly out of Greenville
into the Baltimore-Washington
Airport and were looking forward
to flying instead of driving, but
learned that the time of their
departure flight was moved up and
that their Sunday flight home was
cancelled altogether. The airport
worked very hard to make other

flight arrangements, but they
decided driving the 10 hours home
was the better alternative.
Then there were those students
who were nervous to fly, fearful
that more terrorist attacks would
occur during this busy travel period. Erin McDavitt, a political science freshman, was flying from
Greenville to Providence, R.I. She
expressed some concern. "I am
paranoid. I am scared that the terrorists are going to bomb planes,
knowing that most college students, the intelligence of the future,
will be flying home," she
explained.
Other students were just happy
to be going home for a break from
schooland were not worried about
flying. Andrew Gordon, a general
engineering freshman, said that
although he was a bit nervous
because this was his first time on a
plane, he was "confident in the airlines" and believed that he would
make it home to Virginia safely.
Kim Busam, general engineering
freshman, also flying into
Providence said she felt safe, knowing that the airlines are "doing their
best to prevent any more tragic,
occurrences from happening."
Airports strived to guarantee
the safety of all their passengers
and crews. Joan Borick, a station
agent for American Airlines at the
Greenville-Spartanburg Airport,
asserted that "airports are just as
safe as ever." She shared that airports have restricted the areas
where cars can be parked near
buildings. Any cars going through

NEWSC0M.COM

CHECK POINT: Security officials at Bradley International Aiport in Windsor Connecticut check a student's
baggage on her return home from the ThanksgivingDay holiday.
the airport must pass a full police
search of the car. And even then, a
parked car near the front of the airport cannot be left unattended.
Once inside the airport, bags are
now checked at counters, instead
of at the gate entrances. Profiled
passengers as well as a random
selection of passengers are required
to open all of their luggage and
have these bags searched by hand.
Now, only ticketed passengers are
allowed past security checkpoints.
While this careful scanning and

searching of baggage does take
extra time, Busam believes it is
worth it. "What would happen if
the one bag they don't check is the
one that will cause harm?"
Yet after experiencing the airports this past week, some students
changed their minds about their
safety. Gordon, who expected to
feel safe at the airport, was disturbed rather than pacified by airport security. When he walked
through the metal detectors, holding a magazine in his hand, his belt

and shoes set it off. Security guards
proceeded to do a wand metal
search, but not before Gordon
placed the magazine on a side table
where it went unnoticed. This concerned Gordon. "[I] could have easily had a razor or a blade tucked in
the magazine," he supposed.
Fortunately, although some
Clemson students may have felt
unsafe, the airlines successfully
brought them all back to school
last Sunday safe and without incident.

Men take charge of the University 2002 graduation sites and
procedures to be changed
► Board of trustees must
approve of any major
► Memorial Stadium-will
replace Littlejohnfor 2002
graduates.

changes to the University.
CAROL STRIANO

business writer
When asked what his motivation for serving on the University's
Board of Trustees, Lawrence
Gressette, chairman, laughs as he
says, "You know, a lot of people
think we get paid for this. Serving
on the Board of Trustees is really a
volunteer position and it requires a
lot of work."
The Trustees lead the University
by making decisions regarding
spending, asset allocation and educational policies. Most recently, a
teleconference was held to approve
construction bids for Fike
Recreation Center and the field in
Death Valley. In addition, Ronald H.
Coase was awarded an honorary
degree.
Trustees Lawerence Gressette,
Joe Swann and Smyth McKissick
choose to serve out of anaffinity for
the University and a desire to give
back in light of. all that the
Clemson community has helped
them achieve. Common goals
among the trustees are to improve
the Clemson experience for students, achieve top 20 status, and
enhance the value of a Clemson
degree.
Swann says that although it is
important that magazines and rating agencies rank Clemson as a top
20 university, it is more important
to him that students feel their
Clemson experience is "top 20."
McKissick believes that the
University is a top 20 university
right now. "We have all the criteria
of a top 20 university such as outstanding faculty, research, facilities
and students. We also have a team
dedicated to achieving the reputation that goes along with these
accomplishments," he stated.
The 13-member Board of
Trustees is made up of six elected
members and seven self-perpetuating life members as instructed by
the will of Thomas Green Clemson,
founder of the University. This
means that as an elected position is

E.V.

WALL

staff writer

DAN GONZALEZ/photo editor

KEEPING TRACK: Thorton Kirby, executive secretary to the Board of
Trustees, reads in his spare timefrom handling University business.
freed up, the South Carolina
General Assembly elects a new
trustee. Trustees must run for
reelection every four years. When a
life-trustee position opens up, the
other six life-trustees appoint a new
member.
The most high-profile decision
that the board has made in the past
year concerns the tuition changes.
First, tuition was raised by 42 percent for in-state students and 15
percent for out-of-state students.
The reason for the disproportionate
increase is that state budget cuts
affected the in-state tuition subsidy.
When the Board voted to reimburse
in-state students the in-state
tuition increase dropped from 42
percent to 8 percent. The tuition
increase was the first in five years. It
brought the market price of a
Clemson education up to the price
range of peer universities such as
Georgia Tech, Virginia Tech,
Auburn and NC State.
The tuition changes raised a lot
of debate on campus between instate and out-of-state students. At
the same time that students were
returning
to
campus,
the
University announced a $93 million grant.
Thorton Kirby, executive secretary to the Board of Trustees
explained, "Grants specify exactly
what the money can be used for.
The University applies for the grant
and submits a budget of how the
money would be spent. If the
money is awarded to the University,

the budget must be followed as proposed. Using the money to fund
university expenses like teacher
-salaries or renovations would put a
quick end to funding for research
and other" projects that the
University receives."
South Carolina's educational
budget cuts have not only affected
tuition. The University recently
approved an early retirement
option that mainly affects the
University's highly compensated
employees.
Gressette says that he does not
think that anybody is being forced
into early retirement. Certain people are being given the option to
retire of their own choice, but only
if they want.
Although measures have been
taken to offset the budget cuts, the
state budget crisis is far from over.
More educational cuts passed
through state legislature last week.
McKissick said, "It is tough to plan
or even speculate on the action that
will be taken because of the recent
cuts. Some will even tell you that
there will be more cuts next summer."
Budget cuts and other issues
will be discussed in the upcoming
January meeting. The majority of
discussion and debate over issues
goes on in committee meetings the
day before the meeting of the full
board. Kirby points out that by the
time that an issue is brought before
the board, it has been reasonably
worked through.

In 2002, there will be several
major changes to the way that
Clemson students graduate. While
Littlejohn Coliseum is undergoing
major renovations, all of the 2002
graduation ceremonies will be held
as University-wide ceremonies in
Memorial Stadium.
Students and faculty both have
several concerns about this change
in location. Many have particular
worries regarding potential weather
problems and the length of the ceremonies, especially at the
December graduation. While there
has been some grumbling about the
possible weather dilemma and ceremony length during the spring and
summer, there appears to be a true
concern about the possibility of a
cold and rainy December. 2002
graduation. The registrar's office is
maintaining that "rain or shine the
ceremony will proceed," but there is
still the possibility that the ceremony may be moved to somewhere
more sheltered. Students and faculty both have concern that if the
graduation ceremony is moved
somewhere besides the stadium, it
may "lose some of its significance"
and could possibly become like a
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"performance" rather than a graduation.
As to the length of the ceremonies, the May 2002 ceremony is
slated to run no longer than three
hours, and the August and
December ceremonies should not
run longer than an hour and a half.
The estimated length of these ceremonies is about the same length as
each of the split ceremonies in the
past. Seniors Ashley Scott and Mary
Leach both feel that the change in
location will make for a "different
experience," but both hope that the
ceremony will not be extended any
in length.
Robert Hogan, professor of
Architecture and parent of a 2002
graduate, feels as a faculty member
that the fact that everybody does get
recognized in front of the
University outweighs the long
duration of the ceremony. While he
would like it to be in Littlejohn, as a
parent, he likes the fact that it is
being held on campus, and there
will be-no traveling to the ceremony.
The parents and students of
Clemson are not the only ones who
have been affected by the renovations to Littlejohn Coliseum. Many
of the local high schools also hold
their graduation ceremonies in ■
Littlejohn. In 2002, they too will
have to find new locations for their
graduation exercises, some as far
away as Furman University in
Greenville, S.C

DAVID KAUtfassistant photo editor

CEREMONY ON THE MOVE: With renovations underway at Littleiohn
Coliseum,graduation will move to Death Valley.
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cost of tuition for thirty credit hours
plus a $300 book allowance. It is
awarded to South Carolina residents
who are full time students at a fouryear institution seeking a first-time
baccalaureate degree. Students are
required to meet two of the following three requirements: 3.0 cumulative GPR, 1100 SAT, or top 30 percent
of graduating high school class. The
Financial Aid office expects that 90
percent of entering in-state freshmen will be eligible to receive the
LIFE scholarship. The LIFE scholarship is awarded only in the fall.
The newly instated HOPE scholarship is worth $2,000 and is awarded to entering freshmen who have
attained a 3.0 cumulative GPR or
higher.
The scholarship lasts for the
freshman year only, after which the
student can apply for the LIFE
scholarship. The HOPE scholarship
will be effective in the fall of 2002.
There are currently 926
Clemson students who receive the
Palmetto Fellows and 3,414
Clemson students who receive the
LIFE scholarship.
Decisions made in this year's session of the general assembly could
affect all of these students. State revenues are expected to be down but it
is hard to predict what new state
budget amendments will go into
effect.
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post listings and search the
posted listings completely for
free.
Phone numbers and e-mail
addresses of the sellers are
linked to the listings, so that
students interested in buying
can contact them directly. In a
matter of minutes, students can
connect with each other and
agree on purchases.
An added benefit to these
sites, according to their designers is that they will greatly
decrease the trash on campus as
a result of the individual postings on the University's bulletin
boards.
A username and password
are required to post books on
both sites, which provides security for students who are using
the sites. Students are also able
to submit and remove their listings immediately.
A number of differences
between the two sites do, however, exist. While Eskew's site
focuses exclusively on textbooks, Locklair's also includes
classified lists on vehicles, electronics, campus housing, tickets
and other items.
In addition, Locklair hopes to
add after Christmas "well-targeted local advertising," particularly from housing complexes,
a bulletin board for students to
post opinions and more categories of items to purchase.
Eskew, on the other hand, plans
to use as little advertising as
possible, so that the textbooks
will have greater accessibility.
Eskew commented, "There's
no reason not to try it; it's free!
And if it doesn't sell, you can
just sell it back to the bookstore."
Sophomore Andrew Mathias
agreed with this when he said/I
kid you not... I would definitely
buy and sell my books on either
of those Web sites."
Both sites are just getting
started this semester, so they are
expecting a lot of hits in the
next few weeks.
While both webmasters say
that they designed the sites as a
service to the students and not
for personal profit, sophomore
David Van De Water, who said
he was "thoroughly disappointed" with his past experiences of
selling his used textbooks at the
bookstore, predicted, "They are
going to get rich on this."

LLOYD
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overseeing Lloyd's Air Force cadet
progress. He remembers Lloyd as
a unique student with a bright
future ahead of him. "He was an
all-around great guy. He was
hardworking. One of the best athletes and one of the smartest students. You could see him always
in the library studying. He was
always shooting for the highest."
Along with braun and brain,
Lloyd was also known for his outgoing and infectious personality."
On a regular basis, he lifted many
spirits as if it were his lifelong
duty. Kevin Walton, a sophomore
majoring in psychology and fellow ROTC cadet, did not know
Lloyd well but could always pick
up his welcoming personality,
"He was friendly and pleasant to
be around."
Leneau reminisces this part of
Lloyd and just sighs. "He would
say 'hi' to everybody and was
always pleasant to be around.
There was no one on campus who
cared as much as he did. He was
always smiling and turned everyone's bad days around."
And not only was he an
approachable person, he was the

guy with the smile and with the
heart to care as much as he did.
Leneau said, "You could talk to
him about everything. God.
Anything... And he would always
take care of his people, which in
the Air Force is something that is
very important."
Lloyd was an aspiring FBI
agent and had planned to join the
Air Force Special Investigations
Unit.
At a memorial service on
Wednesday night, friends gathered to grieve the loss of a good
friend and fellow student. Yet
Leneau, who attended the session, told others and was reminded by others that Lloyd "is in a
better place now and he would
want for us to carry about our
business."
Funeral and additional campus memorial service arrangements honoring Lloyd's life were
not known on Wednesday.
Students interested are asked to
check their emails for more information.
Lloyd is survived by his immediate family, including his brother, Tony, who also attended the
University and is a former student-athlete and Air Force ROTC
cadet.
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AH OPEN LETTER TO THE STUDENTS OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
Dear Fellow Students:
On November 13, 2001, an open forum regarding Plus/Minus Grading
was held in the McKissi ck Theatre at the Hendrix Center. This forum was meant
to inform you, t he student, off he basic fact s, advantages, and disadvantages
associated with the plus minus grading system. Although the goal of the forum
was tocl early displ ay both sides of this controversial issue, it wasthe case that
the members of I he professor and student pan el assembled that nfgfit, who
gave their personal and uncoached opinions on this subject, appearedtobe in
favor of this gracing scheme.
We at Student Government wish not to force a decision on anyone nor do
we wish to appear to do so. Our concern with the best interests of all of the
students of Clemson University has led us to determine that we must take swift
and clear action to rectify this situ at ion, That is why an December 5th and 6th, at
various polling locations around campus and on- line* YOU will havethe
opportunity to VOICE YOUR OPINION on this subject through a referendum of the
student body.
Each of us hopes that you will take this opportunity to make your voice
heard an den sure that Clemson University chooses the proper gracing scheme
far its students.

VOICE YOUR OPINION
Student Body Referendum
on
Plus/Minus Grading
December 5th and 6lh

Vote Manually at Hendrix, the Library, and
Loggia
Vote On-line both days
Thank you for communicating your views!
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HELFWAfffEP
FUN PROMOTIONAL JOBS
$10/hr to give away cool new
products
Promogirl.com
Rockhoppers Restaurant & Bar is
looking for hostesses and
servers. Please apply in person.

FORRENT
CHECK US OUT: EFFICIENCY
APTS, ADJACENT TO CAMPUS, LEASING BY SEMESTER
OR YEAR AT MODERATE
RENTS IN CLEMSON; ALSO
INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIAL
LEASES. CLEAN, MODERN,
QUIET, AND PRIVATE.
CALL DON (OLD MAN) FELDMAN 654-5483
House in Clemson 4 BR 2 Bath
new kitchen fenced backyard
pets allowed central heat and air
available now & spring semester
call 444-7650
Nice House 4 BR/3 Bath walking
distance to campus washer/dryer
$800/month 215 Wyatt Call (864)
234-7640
Roommate to share house by the
lake. Your own room and bathroom. Call 972-1530
House. Clemson. 3 BR/1.5 Bath,
washer/dryer, fenced yard, available December. $675/month. Call
Denise 654-0099
House. Clemson/Central area. 3
BR/1.5 Bath, washer/dryer, fireplace, carport. Available
December. $675/month. Call
Denise 654-0099
Room for rerffin Clemson
$275/month
available spring semester
call 444-7650

Ranch style brick home 3 bed 1.5
bath living room has fire place
with gas logs heated with natural
gas 8 miles from Clemson
University $650/month call 9032282

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Indulge in FREE travel, drinks,
food and parties with the best
DJ's and celebrities in Cancun,
Jamaica, Mazatlan and the
Bahamas. Go to StudentCity.com,
call 1-800-293-1443 or email
sales@studentcity.com to find out
more.

Apartments and Townhomes
for Rent close to campus 2 BR
1.5 bath very clean and spacious
washer and dryer connection
water and sewer inc. Rent $450 &
up call Porter Real Estate 8820220 or 882-3792

Spring Break 2002!! Prices from
$419, on the beach from $529.
Reliable air to Cancun, Acapulco,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, Bahamas and
South Padre. Mexico SpecialFREE MEALS and PARTIES!!
Organize a group and travel
FREE. Break with the best
www.studentexpress.com Call for
details and a FREE brochure
1-800-787-3787.

Two bedroom apartment for lease
Tillman Place #231 contact
Carolina Real Estate 654-9552
Available 2nd semester
For Rent 2 BR mobile home in
clean, quiet park reasonable rates
less than 2 miles from campus
call 654-1170 before 9 pm or 1800-353-0467
FEMALE ROOMMATES needed
for NICE house minutes from
campus Fully furnished and
includes pool, hot tub, satellite
etc. Call 882-8880 and leave
message for more info

ACT NOW! Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras. Reps needed...travel
free, earn $$$. GROUP.DISCOUNTS FOR 6+ 800-838-8203
www.leisuretours.com

FORSALE
Ludwig Vistalite Drum Kit 1970's
vintage, clear 6 piece. Includes

Spring Break Insanity! www.inter-

cymbal and hi-hat stands. Sorry,

NOVEMBER

#1 Spring Break Vacations
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SPRING BREAK 2002

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida Book early and get a free
meal plan. Now hiring Campus
Reps. 1-800-234-7007 endless-

Org»nt« Gronp * Go Free.

-pf*^t

•""^Uijl'

FREE Mcnlsfor limited Tim«:
forO««il«»wi<h«B«sHlK«s
V»H: www.sgn*pt»sltl«wiiwni
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summertours.com

www.sunchase.com
COOL PEALSI

1.800»SUNCHA5E

Clemson University Ski Program at
Winterplace Ski Resort
We are pleased to announce the establishment of a special
Clemson University Ski Program which is being made
available by Winterplace Ski Resort, near Beckley, West
Virginia. Clemson University Students, Faculty and Staff
wishing to take advantage of this special ski program must
present their Clemson University TO Card when purchasing lift tickets or renting ski equipment.
SPECIAL PRICES ARE:
Weekdays, (Monday through Friday, Non Holiday)
All Day
Twilight
Lift Ticket
Rental Equipment*

Open to 10 pm
$24.95
$21.95

3 pm to 10 pm
$22.95
$18.95

BEACH 4 SKI TRIPS
www.sunchase.com

am
Cancun
Jamaica ,
Bahamas"

Weekends and Holidays
Lift Ticket
Rental Equipment*

All Day
Open to 10 pm
$44.95
$21.95

Night
5 pm lu 10 pm
$2*5.95
$17.95

* Rental Equipment includes skis, boots, and poles. Deposit Required)

campus.com or call 1-800-327-

no cymbals. Only $575 Must sell!

6013 Guaranteed lowest prices!

Please call 710-5796

All destinations! Fifteen years

MISCELLANEOUS

experience! Wanted: representa-

Fraternities Sororities Clubs
Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card applications. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

$$$, build your resume!

tives and organizations, earn top

Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun,
the Bahamas, Jamaica or
Mazatlan FOR FREE! To find out
how, call 1-888-777-4642 or
e-mail sales©suncoastvacations.com

Largest Snow tubing Park in West Virginia
•11 lanes and 4 Lifts
•600 Big, Fat Tubes

Special Add-On Snowtubing Ticket
ONLY $8.50 for 2 hours
(When purchased same day and time as lift ticket)

•NEW Rossignal skis, snowboards and Salomon snowblades.
"Highest snowmaking capacity per acre in the Southeast.
♦Ride the Snowboard Park.
•Open 8 am on WeeW-nds and Holidays and 9 am on Weekdays.
•Holiday periods are: Dec. 25-Jan. 1, Jan. 19-21, & Feb. 16-18.
INFORMATION
SNOWPHONE
800-607-7669
800-258-3127

CE
RESORT

SKI Yff
Winterplace is located just 2 minutes off 1-77, Exit 28,
at Flat Top/Ghent, West Virginia.
Visit us on the web at: winterplace.com

Promote Trips at Clemson
Eam Cash and Go Free
Call for detaibii!

TRAVEL
SERVICES
Information and reservations

1-800-648-4849
www.ststr0vel.com

Greek Fanatics for Clemson Men's Basketball
OUTLINE
Sports plus sport marketing club recognizes the struggles involved in creating and maintaining fan interest for men's basketball. As the leading sport marketing
group on campus we want to contribute to the men's basketball team in a positive manner. As a sport based organization, we intend to plan, implement, and
fully carry though a targeted program that is aimed to increase attendance at home men's basketball games. The target audience of this program will be all
Greek organizations on campus, roughly 18% of the total student population.
Sports plus would like to hp create the Greek Fanatics program for fraternities and sororities on campus. The Greek Fanatics program provides rewards for
fraternities and sororities who are best represented at games. This program will increase attendance and generate enthusiasm and excitement for all Clemson
men's basketball.
This is a win-win situation for all teams involved.
GREEK BENEFITS
Rewards would be based upon the sorority and fraternity with the greatest percentage of members on attendance at a specific basketball game. Initially we will
offer the program at 3 select home games in November and December. A winning group (i.e. fraternity and sorority) will be selected @ each of the 3 games.
Reward Model
Reward
- $100.00 cash prize
TOP
FRATERNITY - Photo of winning fraternity with Head Coach Larry Shyatt at half court
- Autographed team basketball
- Tiger Cub wears Greek letters at a home game during the season
- $100.00 cash prize
TOP
- Photo of winning sorority with Head Coach Larry Shyatt at half court
SORORITY
- Autographed team basketball
- Tiger Cub wears Greek letters at a home game during the season

TEAM BENEFITS
- Increased fan attendance
- Increased fan value, excitement, and enthusiasm
HOW IT WORKS
Sports Plus will man two tables located directly inside Gate 6. Fraternity and Sorority members in attendance at the game must check in with Ports Plus during the
game. Check in times will run from 1 hr prior to tip-off until the end of half time. During the course of the game, the PA announcer will welcome 7 previously
selected Greek organizations to the game as an effort to promote the Greek program.
At the end of half time, Sports plus will make all the necessary tabulations, and determine the winning Fraternity and sorority.
With approximately five minutes left in the game, the winning fraternity and sorority will be announced via the PA address announcer. The next week the
winning Greek organizations will schedule a time for a picture with Coach Shyatt at center court of Littlejohn coliseum.
MAN POWER
Sports Plus and its members will provide all man-hours related t this project. Clemson Athletic Department personnel will not be required to run this project.
COST
Sports Plus and Larry Shyatt will cover all associated costs. There will be no cost to the athletic department except for the basketballs that will be autographed (8

balls total)
MEDIA
Ads placed in various media outlets will help promote the event
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Lady Tigers extend their streak with win over Gamecocks
► Lady Tigers dispense
with arch-rival Carolina.
RICK LOVEDAY

senior staff writer
The Clemson women's basketball team hosted the University of
Squth Carolina on Wednesday. The
game marked the 47th meeting
between the two rival schools.
Clemson came into the game
with a record of 2-1. Both of
Clemson's wins came at" home
against East Carolina and Illinois.
The lone loss of the early season
came on the road at the University
of Massachusetts. Clemson hoped
to bounce back from the loss at
UMass against South Carolina.
Clemson outlasted USC in a
hard-fought battle, winning 71-63.
With the win, Clemson's record
improved to 3-1 for the season,
while South Carolina fell to 4-1
overall. The win was Clemson's seventh straight victory over USC,
who last defeated the Tigers in the
1994-95 season. The last time the
Gamecocks won at Clemson was
the 1989-90 season.
"I could not be more proud of
the girls," said Head Coach Jim
Davis. "I challenged the girls this
afternoon to play as a team and
make some positive things happen.
It was the unlikely players who
stepped up and made big plays."
"We lost to UMass in the last

game and we came out wanting to
win tonight," said Lakeia Stokes.
Julie Aderhold led the Tigers in
scoring with a career-high 16
points. Leah Roper and Stokes
added 14 points apiece and four and
five rebounds, respectively. Krystal
Scott added 12 points and six
assists. Tia Andrew led the Tigers
with six rebounds while Maggie
Slosser added five boards.
"Clemson just outworked us and
it's really frustrating not to beat
them," said Shaunzinski Gortman."
We came ready to play but not with
the same intensity as if we had
come to win."
Gortman led South Carolina
with 17 points and seven rebounds.
Jocelyn Penn added 11 points and
nine rebounds. Ines Ajanovic contributed 10 points while Teresa
Geter pulled down seven rebounds.
Cristina Ciocan dished out eight
assists.
"We struggled offensively in a
game that is very important to us,"
said USC Head Coach Susan
Walvius. "We have good talent but
to be a good team we have to play as
a team, and tonight we had no point
guard leadership out on the floor."
The Tigers opened the game up
with a 14-4 run lasting nearly five
minutes. USC was able to battle
back to within one, bringing the
score to 18-17 with just under nine
minutes left in the half. USC was in

the middle of an 11-0 run that gave
the Gamecocks a 22-18 lead with
6:02 remaining in the half. They
succeeded in holding Clemson
scoreless for 5:33. From this point,
the Tigers went on a 10-0 run of
their own that gave them a 28-22
lead before two quick scores by USC
ended the first half with Clemson
leading 28-26.
Both teams came out strong
early in the second half. With the
Tigers leading 38-37 with 11:50 left
in the game, Stokes took over. She
scored eight points in 20 seconds to
give Clemson some breathing room
and a 46-37 lead. USC still was not
out of the game. The Gamecocks
responded with two scores to bring
the game to 46-42. The Tigers
bounced back with a 13-5 run that
gave them a 12-point lead with 3:40
left to play. The Gamecocks battled
back to within four points with
only 34 seconds left before
Clemson finally pulled away. The
Tigers scored seven points on 7-8
shooting from the free throw line to
put the game away.
Stokes was the star of the second
half as she scored 11 of her 14
points.
"Stokes is as talented a player as
we have ever had here at Clemson,"
said Coach Davis.
The Tigers travel to Greenville to
visit the Furman Paladins on
Sunday.

^assistant photo editor

GOING UP: MarciGlenney takes it to the basket against Carolina.

Basketball Head Coach Larry Shyatt answers The Tiger's questions
► Coach Shyatt shares his
thoughts on his team and
personal preferences.
BRIAN GARRISON

staff writer

Coach Larry Shyatt is 64-64 in
his head coaching career, and 45-55
at Clemson. He graduated from the
College of Wooster in 1973. Shyatt
and his wife Pam have three boys:
Jeremy, 20; Geoffrey, 17; and Philip,
15! He also has two dogs: a Black Lab
named "Defense," and a German
Shepherd named "Rebound."
Q: What is it like knowing that
you are coaching in the best college
basketball conference in the nation?
A: It's a dream for many to probably ever coach in the basketball
side of a conference such as the
ACC In my case, it's a dream to be
at Clemson and coach, because it
fits my disposition, my personality,

and our family most of aH. It's a
great challenge, but it's a great position.
Q: Describe the overall goal for
you, your coaching staff, and your
team this season.
A: I think we want to really
show a degree of improvement in.:
terms of aggressiveness and in
terms of the way we share the ball
with teamwork. I think that with a
young team that is going to be
around here for a long time and
win, we wanted to focus on those
two areas. Certainly we want to get
ourselves into the middle of this
league, and soon to be in the upper
echelon, but there is 50 years of history that Clemson has lagged in
that. So, what we (as a team) have
got to do is take those steps.
Teamwork and aggressiveness
being the first two major steps.
Q: You have had some great
recruiting classes, especially this

STANDING TALL Coach Shyatt stands court side watching his team play.

year... What do you credit to this suc- and Allen. We have not yet been
able to do that, because we have not
cess?
A: I think a lot of hard work by yet had those comfortable leads,
our assistant coaches. Coach which will give us that luxury.
(Bobby) Hussey, Coach (Matt) However, because of the two
Driscoll, and Coach (Darren) Tillis starters (Stockman and McKnight)
snt many, many days, because being injured and (possibly) out,
this is, in fact, a little more difficult that may present itself. That is
task here (at Clemson) than would something I would really like to get
be at some of the larger or more accomplished in this preseason.
Q: What player out of this
winning basketball organizations,
i.e. Duke, Maryland, North Carolina, recruiting class has impressed you
NC State. These people have been the most thusfar this season?
A: Sharrod Ford has been a real
focused on basketball for years and
years. However, my hat goes off to pleasant surprise. I say because I
them, because they not only made knew he was a tremendously talgreat selections, but they hit the ented player, but he has been even a
character side pretty well as well, more fun person to be around. He
has gotten all kinds of accolades
which is a very difficult, dual task.
Q: Describe a little bit about the from his academic Vickery Hall
college basketball
recruiting personnel that work with him daily.
This really has sent a signal that he
process.
A: College basketball (recruit- has not only made the right deciing) is a completely different entity sion, but that we have ourselves a
(than college football.) We focus on l.dandy for four years.
xyer has impressed
eighth, ninth, and tenth graders^ j Q: W7
of your coaching
almosr having to find out every-- you th
Clemson) that you
thing about them on and off the career,
ve ever
court at an early age, because many WOldd Si
of them focus on their two or three coachc,
competed
A:
schools by their junior year. In basought that
ketball, unlike other sports, when a agai
my favorite.
young man makes a commitment Turk
) an under^
to a school, and a school makes a | colle
player
verbal commitment to a young sizedHkunhera
o£
man, 99.9% of the time coaches Maryl
t ptayec
don't even think about contacting greatest
etball conference.
that person again (to recruit), and in the finest
young men don't even think about He really represented that college
making another visit. I think that is basketball, rather than a pro
what a commitment is supposed to prospect.
Q: A lot more players are leaving
represent. Major differences.
Q: When you look at a kid that early for the NBA than ever before.
has special talent on the court, meets How do you motivate a player to play
minimum
requirements for and live the college game, rather
entrance to Clemson, what is the than focusing on making the "jump"
next thing you look for before offer- to the NBA?
A: We (at Clemson) just experiing him a scholarship?
A: A lot depends in basketball. enced that ourselves. "Little ole
We are down to 13 (players on a ros- Clemson" had a junior go as the
ter). One injury, one illness, one bad 33rd pick in the world. Who'd a
social decision, one bad academic thunk? It is very difficult, because
decision, and one bad family deci- the media amplifies the message.
sion, and then we don't even have The NBA, though they don't claim
enough to scrimmage (in practice). to, amplifies that message by
It's probably the worst thing that adding televised developmental
has ever happened to men's (col- leagues. I really don't have an
lege) basketball. However, because answer for that, but to try to show
of that, you have to not only take them as role models the value of
into consideration who the better college, and of college basketball.
Q Do you have the greatest job in
players are, but what your dire
the world?
needs are.
A: In my estimation, I do. I would
Q: What are your main goals for
like it to be one that I didn't have to
your freshman players?
A: I hope that we can find quali- worry "Am I going to be here?" I
ty minutes for Babalola, Hendrix have the greatest job in the world,

because my family is very happy
and, most of all, the people I work
with are quality people that share
the same goals that I do.
Q: What was your major in college?
A: I started as a History major,
and then found that it was too
much reading for me to grasp. I
then quickly became a Secondary
Education/Physical
Education
major, and then received my
Masters degree in Secondary
Education.
Q: Explain what it is like to have
a platform such as a college basketball head coach.
A: The platform means far more
to me than anything. I have been
afforded opportunities to take short
cuts, be it recruiting, be it being a
"Sneaky Pete" with boosters or other
outsiderjfirwill never take that
road, arJHHyill always hope that I
can att^l Bb/ery day to be the best
odel, not only for the
ave, but also for the
B my own family.
.Descril
year's team comI to last '
still early, but the
two that I said
vo obvious;
are a more
ve set goals
"aggressive teari^WVe are more
aggressive in pra^Hte, on defense,
' up to this point we are seemingly more aggressive on offense as
well. We definitely share the ball
better on offense. We don't hold it
for long stretches, and we don't look
for just one guy. Even early in the
season, we have five players averaging double figures in scoring.
Q: If this were a high school yearbook, and we were handingout some
awards... At this point in the season,
who is...
Most dependable?
A: Ed Scott, probably, because of
experience, and stability he has
shown in terms of leadership.
Most likely to succeed (basketball-wise)?
That is a great question and
Coach Shyatt is going to plead the
5th on that one. I really do think
that we have three or four that
could really blossom, Will Solomon
being the illustration playing 12
minutes a game as a freshman, huddled behind Terrell Mclntyre. Who
would have ever thought that two
years later he blossomed into the
33rd pick in the NBA draft?(nonbasketball wise) We have a whole
team of them.
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FROM BACK PAGE

season.
Fuller's goal helped lead
Clemson to its first ACC tournament championship and also
helped guide Adair to his second
ACC championship as Tiger head
coach. Despite his performance,
Fuller was forced to leave the game
towards the end of the first half with
a hamstring injury, which also kept
him out of action against Kentucky.
Five Tigers studded the ACC alltournament team, among them

VIEW

FROM BACK PAGE

Chrissy Floyd and Krystal Scott
return to the back court, both who
benefited the team tremendously
last year with leading records in
scoring and assists.
Floyd started in all 31 of the
Lady Tigers' games last season and
led the team in scoring with an
overwhelming 17 points per game.
She also directed the team in steals
last season with 58 and was second
on the team for assists with 79.
Floyd was named second team AllACC for the second year in a row.
Sophomore Krystal Scott started
29-of-31 games last season and was
third on the team for scoring with
an average of 10 points per game.
She led the team in assists with a
tremendous 115 season total, and
she was ranked third on the team in
steals with 48.
"We have a lot of new players
coming in this year, and they are all
very skilled and talented," commented Scott. "We have a small
team so#we are able to work a lot
with the new girls. I think that with
a little work and practice, these new
girls will be very valuable to the
team."
Also returning to the backcourt
are sophomores Julie Aderhold,
Kanetra Queen and Lakeia Stokes.
Julie Aderhold played in all 31
games of her freshman season and
averaged five points per game to
place her sixth on the team for scoring. Aderhold also helped the team
with 23 assists and 12 steals in the
season.
Kanetra Queen finished the year
with nine steals and 18 assists. She
accomplished four steals and three
assists in the Lady Tigers' appearance in two NCAA games last year.
"Training the new players is a
critical issue to the team this year,"
said Queen. "We have a lot of new
freshman to the team this year, and
we need to get them trained to play
with a college basketball team."
Lakeia Stokes participated in 26
games as a freshman last year and
averaged three points per game. She
also completed the season with 17
assists and 13 steals for the team.
The frontcourt of the Lady
Tigers team will feature some dif-

USC

FROM BACK PAGE

down pass to freshman wide receiver Derrick Hamilton. Unfortunately,
the Tigers were unable to convert
the two point conversion, leaving
the score 20-15. After an attempt at
an onside kick failed, an overworked
Clemson defense was unable to prevent the South Carolina running
back trio of Derek Watson, Ryan
Brewer and Andrew Pinnock from
gaining a first down, which left the
Tiger offense with too little time for
a successful last minute drive.
The Tigers dominated the first
half of the game, out gaining the
Gamecocks 246-183 in yards, but
the offense was unable to convert
long drives into points and USC was
able to use two big plays to stay in
the game. The first big play was on a
fourth-and-one for the Clemson
offense. Dantzler faked the handoff
and lobbed the ball to an apparently wide open Airese Curry, but the
ball hung in the air for long enough
that USC cornerback Sheldon
Brown was able to come across the
field and intercept the ball, prevent-

30,2001

Fuller and sophomore defender
Oguchi Onyewu, who is also in contention for national player of the
year honors.
"I couldn't be prouder of our
seniors and team," said Adair following the win against Virginia. "We
have a lot of chemistry on this team
and they combine really well. I am
proud to be a Tiger and part of
Clemson University."
Clemson's ACC championship
earned them the number-five seed
out of the 48 teams in the NCAA
field; the Tigers also earned a firstround bye in the tournament.
ferent faces on the floor. The only
returns to the forward positions are
junior Heather Crowe and senior
Marci Glenney.
Crowe was plagued by a back
injury but is expected to develop
her game more this season as she
returns to the court.
Junior Marci Glenney was the
fourth leading scorer on the team
with 9.6 points per game. She was
also fourth on the team in steals
with 37 total and third in assists
with 78.
Sophomore Maggie Slosser will
serve as the team's only returning
player to the four and five position.
She had 13 steals and 18 assists last
season.
"Although only a sophomore,
Maggie is the veteran of our post
players," said Davis. "She is a fierce
competitor."
Slosser will be under pressure to
repeatedly display her skills this
season, because she will play a large
role in training the three novices in
the four and five position.
Beginning their roles in this position are Monica Blackmon, Lacey
Schaffer and Tia Andrew.
Blackmon was elected MVP of her
high school team and was named to
the Nike Stars of the South Team.
Schaffer was the 2000-01 MVP for
the state tournament in Colorado
and was named "Miss Basketball"
for the state. Andrew previously
played for Northern Oklahoma
Junior College and averaged eight
points per game. Lacey Schaffer is
also one of the tallest women to
ever play for the Lady Tigers team
as she enters her center position at 6
feet 5 inches.
Other newcomers to the Lady
Tigers' team include junior Tabitha
Vasilas, who played her first two
seasons for Southern Wesleyan
University where she lead the team
in scoring both years. Also on board
is freshman Khaili Sanders, who
averaged 18 points per game in her
last season in high school. Junior
Leah Roper finished her sophomore year with 93 total steals and
18 points per game.
The basketball team shows
tremendous strength and potential
this season and will play 16 home
games in Littlejohn Coliseum.

ing a sure touchdown. If Brown
missed the pick "that would have
changed the whole game," Holtz
said.
The second big play of the first
half was on a third-and-14 for the
USC offense on its own 10-yard line
late in the second quarter. On the
play Petty completed a 36-yard pass
to wide reciever Adrea Gause for the
first down. Five plays later, Watson
scored a 5-yard touchdown to put
USC up 10-9, a score which they carried to the locker room at halftime.
Clemson's first touchdown came on
a 54-yard reception by Curry, which
marked the first touchdown catch
of his college career. The win boosted the Gamecock's bowl status, and
they will probably receive an invitation to the Citrus or Outback Bowls
on New Year's Day. Meanwhile, the
loss left Tommy Bowden's team at 55 and needing a win over Duke to be
bowl eligible. Even with the win
over Duke, though, the Tigers will
be on the outside, looking in on the
ACC bowl picture.
"You don't know this rivalry
until you lose," said senior linebacker Chad Carson.
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Clemson squeaks past Lady Tigers close season in Sweet 16
Wotford over the holidays ► Clemsonfails to advance
beyond the NCAAfinal 16
for fifth straight year.
ANDREAMESSERVY

staff writer

DAVID KMJKtssistant photoeditor

TWO POINTS: Tigerfreshman Chey Christie takes it to the basket.

► Ray Henderson scores 23
points to lead the offense.
NICK CONGER

staff writer
ft was a true team effort as the
Clemson Tigers defeated the
Wofford Terriers 85-82 last weekend at Littlejohn Coliseum. Junior
Ray Henderson strengthened his
role as the go-to guy by scoring 23
points, including 10-for-12 from
the field while pulling down 13
rebounds.
The starting backcourt also
proved effective as Dwon Clifton
scored 14 points and Edward Scott
scored 11 and dished out 11 assists.
The victory did not come easily
though, as the Terriers led for most
the game. Guard Lee Nixon scored
a game high 25 points in a losing
effort, including 4-for-9 three
point attempts.
"We were 2-of-15, and they were
15-of-32," said Head Coach Larry
Shyatt. "I would dare say normally
that's a 20-point loss."
The Terriers outplayed the sluggish looking Tigers in the opening
20 minutes. At half-time Wofford
led 45-34, with good defense combined with poor Clemson shooting contributing to the lopsided
score. Tiger shooters were a dreadful 2-15 from beyond the threepoint arc in the game, while
Wofford was .15-32. The Tigers did,
however, grab more than twice the
number of rebounds than the
Terriers did. Clemson, led by
Henderson's 13, had 43 rebounds
while Wofford had just 17 all game.
"Seventeen offensive rebounds
and, with three or four minutes
left by our count, 22 points on
offense rebounds," said Wofford
Head Coach Richard Johnson.

"You don't beat anybody giving up
22 second chance points."
Despite their shooting woes in
the first half, the Tigers came out
roaring in the second. They went
on an 8-2 run coming out of the
locker room, lead by Henderson
who scored six and blocked a shot
during the run. The lead was then
cut down to 49-44 creating a
fiercely competitive atmosphere at
Littlejohn. With 10 minutes to play
in the game, freshman Chey
Christie continued with his hot
shooting as he drained three consecutive baskets to give the Tigers
a lead, 61-60.
The next three minutes the
teams played evenly. Lee Nixon
buried one of his four three-pointers at the 7:53 mark to tie the score
at 67. Edward Scott and
Henderson both followed with two
point hoopi-oi their own to put
Clemson in the lead by four with
five and a half minutes to play.
""In the first half we got outplayed, out-shot and at times outhustled," said Shyatt. "If we were
going to fold, then tonight would
have been the night."
Wofford would continue to
keep the game in doubt, but did so
for the final time as Nixon used the
backboard to bank in a three
pointer and cut the Tiger lead to
83-82. Christie was then fouled,
sending him to the free throw line
for two shots. The freshman
drilled both free throws, and the
game ended as Mike Lenzly
missed a buzzer-beating attempt
for three.
Saturday was the third consecutive game between the two
schools decided by five points or
less. The Tigers improved their
record to 3-1 while Wofford fell to
2-2 overall in this early season.

The Lady Tigers had a heartbreaking loss in the Sweet Sixteen
of the NCAA Tournament to the
Florida Gators on Sunday afternoon. This was the Tiger's fifth
consecutive time being in the
Sweet Sixteen and this loss was a
hard one. The Tigers had already
defeated Kentucky and Florida
State which brought them to this
round of the tournament.
The battle the women fought to
get to the Florida game was an
intense one. The Lady Tigers had
to play an overtime match against
a very strong Kentucky team.
Cindy Mullinix scored one goal
very early in the first overtime
period, her second of the season off
an assist by Leigh Clark.
Goalkeeper Katie Carson had
seven saves, and registered her
ninth solo shutout of the season.
Her contribution certainly helped
the Tigers to their win.
The Florida State game was
definitely a victory for the Tigers
since they were playing them for
the second time, coming off of a
loss in their first meeting. The victory was a mere 1-0, but that was
all the Tigers needed to win.
Freshman Paige Ledford scored the
goal off of a give and go from
Lindsay Browne. This was
Ledford's tenth goal of the season
and Browne's eighth assist. The
defense played phenomenal to
help contain the lead and stop the
Seminoles. Also, the whole team
played defense, including the forwards, which made a huge impact
on the victory.
"Today was a very tight game
against, as we know, a very good
FSU team and it was close all the
way through," Bramble said. "The

DAVID KALK/assisum ph.

SHOVING MATCH: Audria Lyons chases after a ball against Kentucy.
team played great and the statistics
were pretty even. The girls are
looking forward to the next round
and we are very excited to be
there."
Junior Deliah Arrington scored
the lone goal for the Tigers in the
second half against Florida. The
Gators had already scored two
goals, and Arrington's goal helped
put spirit back in the game. With
the score 2-1 the Tigers kept beating on the door hoping to tie the
game. The pressure was there and
competition was tough. The battles went back and forth until the
63:39 mark when Florida scored
their third goal.
Head Coach Todd Bramble
knew that goal was the back
breaker for the team.
"I am very proud of the effort
the team put forth today," Bramble
said. "We played with a lot of heart
but it just wasn't meant to be on

this day."
This was a sad day for many of
the teammates because they are
losing many great seniors, including record-breaking goalkeeper
Katie Carson. Bramble said, "There
is a great group of seniors that have
made a great contribution and will
be remembered for a long time."
The seniors this year will most
certainly be missed, however, the
remaining girls have a fantastic
opportunity for next year. This
strong team is only going to get
stronger with the year to come.
Bramble will begin his second year
as head coach and he too will get
stronger. With the experience the
team and coach will carry over
onto next season, they are sure to
be victorious again. The Lady
Tiger
soccer
program
has
remained strong through its years,
and next year is certain to be the
same.
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It's unanimous, it will be a Devilofa dance
Holli Armstrong
sports editor
My Final Four picks are brought
to you by the color blue.
Duke—Even without my baby
Battier, Duke is still my top pick to
repeat as National Champions.
With Player of the Year candidate
Jason Williams, Chris Duhon and a
bulkier Mike Dunleavy running
the floor, the Blue Devils will be
hard to beat.
Florida^Billy Donovan has
never been afraid to substitute one,
two, or three players at a time, and
this year his bench won't let him
down. The Gators are deep. With
guys like Udonis Haslem and Matt
Bonner, Florida is good.
Kansas—They lost to Ball State
early, but they did defeat Seton Hall.
Drew Gooden and Nick Collison
are definite scoring threats.
Kentucky—Honestly, I don't
care for Kentucky, but they fit nicely with my blue theme. They are a
bunch of sore losers: I'd like to see
Duke knock them out in the Final
Four. Here's how the rest of The
Tiger Sports Department lined up:
Bo Gil loo ly
Assistant sports editor
Stony Brook- An elite member
of the American East, Stony Brook
has flexed its basketball muscle by
losing their last four straight.
However, a source close to the team
was heard as saying, "We need to
turn this thing around."
Fairfield- My dad played here
along time ago when he had the
skills to pay the bills. Now he doesn't. But because of that, and several
returning
sophomores,
the

Fighting Stags will go deep in the
tournament
Tri-County Tech- How can you
pick against a team that has gone
undefeated since 1962. Don't let the
name fool you, this school not only
has bailers, but also an excess of
shot callers.
Duke- In a surprise move, I'm
going to pick Duke as this years
Cinderella/Darkhorse team.

Andrea Messervy
Staffwriter
Duke: Duh, you have to put
them in there.
Stanford: Well, they always
seem to do well.
Qemson. Geez, I can always be
hopeful Right?
Gonzaga: They always seem to
pull something off Oh and 1 really
like their name.

Rick Loveday
Senior staff writer
Duke A perennial member of
the Final Four, they are a good bet.
Mike Dunleavy is looking for
another championship while leading the team in scoring and
rebounding
Maryland They are starting off
strong, defeating then #17 Temple,
building off of last year. They are
building another strong team with
Juan Dixon and Lonny Baxter.
Kentucky They have started the
season slowly, but they can easily
bounce back. The key is the play of
junior and former DeMatha standout Keith Bogans.
Missouri They are starting out
strong with wins over #22
Alabama and #8 Iowa. Missouri is
the sleeper that is being led by
Kareem Rush and Clarence Gilbert.

Bryant Stone
Staffwriter
Duke has all the pieces of the
puzzle in place to repeat as national champs, but it's obviously way
too early to tell if they're up to the
challenge. Duke is led by Jason
Williams who will go pro next season, but with role players like
Carlos Boozer, Mike Dunleavy and
Chris Duhon to complement one of
the most impressive incoming
classes in recent memory, Coach K
will have his troops ready to play.
Illinois is led by an outstanding
point guard in Frank Williams. He
will have senior support from
Robert Archibald and Damir
Krupalija, who will provide a
tough tandem in the frontcourt.
Cory Bradford, one of the nation's
best outside shooters. If Bradford
regains his form and someone can
step into the shoes filled by injured
forward Lucas Johnson, look for
Illinois to possibly improve on its
27-win season from last year.
When Tayshaun Prince and
Keith Bogans pulled their names
out of the NBA draft and return ,
Kentucky pole-vaulted right back
into contention. Combining last
season for nearly 34 points and six

Nick Conger
Staffwriter
I like Duke because Jason
Williams is the best player in the
country. I also like Maryland,
Michigan State and Georgetown,
too. Georgetown is just a hunch, my
long shot for the year.

assists per game, Prince and Bogans
may be the best 1-2 combination in
the country, along with 6-11 forward-center Jules Camara returning from suspension last year and
Gerald Fitch providing rebounding
and defensive skills.
Florida will contend with
Kentucky not only for the SEC
crown, but also for the national
honors. Florida has one of the best
inside-outside tandems in America
in Udonis Haslem and Brett
Nelson, who combined for over 31
points and 11 assists last season.
Vicki Sassano
Staffwriter
My picks are Maryland,
Kentucky, Duke and St John's. Yes,
I am aware that St. John's would
never make it into the Final Four
and that they will never leave the
first round. They are my favorite
team and have been since I was a
kid, so 1 root for them and pretend
there may be some sort of miracle!
Brian Garrison
Staffwriter
Duke - The best backcourt in
the land in Jason Williams and
Chris Duhon. The hardest player to
match-up against is Mike
Dunleavy. The most consistent
small big-man in Carlos Boozer,
and scoring transfer Dahntay
Jones. It helps to have McDonald's
All-Americans waiting in the wing
for trash points after the starters
have racked up 30-point leads.
Nets are coming down again this
year for the Devils. Back to back.
Maryland - Its hard not to pick
the Terps again this year. They have

relatively the same team as last
year which took Maryland to it's
first Final Four. With AllAmerican's in Juan Dixon, Byron
Mouton, Lonny Baxter, along with
feisty role player Steve Blake holding it all together, it's hard to not
foresee the Terps in the Final Four.
Missouri - Quite possibly the
Tigers' best team, ever. Quin Synder
and his Tigers will no longer be
overlooked in the Big 12 by Kansas.
Synder had quite possibly his best
recruiting year for two reasons: one,
he convinced All-American and
Big 12. Player of the Year Kareem
Rush to hang around for another
year of collegiate ball; and two, he
recruited some sky-scrapers in
Jefferey Ferguson and Uche Okafor.
Kentucky - Come February and
March, no team plays better basketball. With Keith Bogans and
Tayshaun Prince still around in
Lexington, don't bet against the
Wildcats changing history.
Ashley Hall
Staffwriter
Duke: You name it, they got it.,
great guard play, post play, coaching, intelligence and experience.
Kentucky: Too much depth and
a history of great post-season play.
Illinois: This is their year to get
it done. They learned from last year
and added valuable newcomers to
make the trip to Atlanta.
Kansas: They are due to make it
all the way. They seem to have all
the right components to make the
journey.
E-mail comments to
sports@tiger.clemson.edu.
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Duke

Straight from the
Trenches
Clemson vs Duke

Diary Entry
by Will Merritt

Location: Memorial Stadium
Date December L 2001
Time: L00 p.m
Televison: none

Carolina Game
It was a very emotional game.
When you go down there in that
kind of environment the only
thing you can hope for is to play
well. We played well except for a
couple of turnovers that just killed
us.
The defense played great, especially against there offense.
Offensively we moved the ball but
we just couldn't manage to stick it
in the end zone. It's just one of
those things where when you play
a good team like Carolina, you
have to play great, and we didn't do
that.

Rankings
Clemson - not ranked
Duke- not ranked
Series History- Clemson leads 2915-1
Opponent: Duke
Mascot: Blue Devils
Record 7-3
Head Coach: Carl Franks
Game Notes: Clemson will close
out its regular season against Duke,
in a game that was rescheduled due
to the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
With the win, the Tigers become
bowl-eligible. This marks the latest
Clemson has played a regular season game since 1956.
Bowden was a 1983-86 offensive
coordinator with the Blue Devils
from 1983-86.
It will mark the final home regular
season game for 23 seniors. The
class has been to two bowl games
and with a win over Duke could
earn their third.
Last Meeting: The Tigers easily
defeated the Blue Devils last season
with the 52-22 decision. The Tigers
led 35-0 at the half. Dantzler had a
great outing, amassing 134 yards on
the ground and three touchdowns.
Website: www.goduke.com

Players to watch:
Tigers
Woody Dantzler- He has gained
869 yards on the ground and
thrown for 2,117 yards in the first 10
games this season. As a senior, he
needs just 131 yards rushing to
become the first player in NCAA
history to throw for 2,000 yards
and rush for 1,000 yards in a season.
Dantzler is the only player this year
with a shot at this accomplishment.
Kyle Young- He started 38
straight games and is a two-time
All-American at center.
Chad Carson- A two-time academic All-American, the senior
rankes fifth in school history in
tackles.
Blue Devils
Chris Douglas- For Duke he has
had three 100-yard rushing games
this season, history isn't on ihs side
considering the Devils haven't had
a 100 yards rushing against the
Tigers in quit some time.
Matt Zielinski- The sophomore
nose guard registered 24 tackles
over several games heading into
their bout with UNC He underwent a major position change,
being moved from outside linebacker to nose guard. He had 13
total stops in his first five games..

Duke

DAVID KAUvassistant photo editor

JERSEY GRAB: Tiger linebacker Rodney Thomas reaches out to tackle Carolina's Corey Jenkins.

Tigers ready to give the Devils hell
► Clemson is seeking one
more win in order to
become bowl eligible.
BRIAN GARRISON

staff writer

Clemson (5-5, 3-4) plays host
to Duke's Blue Devils Saturday.
Since South Carolina won their
first game after going 0-21, Duke
has become the next holder of
this uncoyeted streak. Duke (010, 0-7) is on the nation's longest
losing streak of 22 games.
The way the conference has
been this season, Clemson faithful cringe at the thought of yet
another regular season game to
this relatively disappointing season. Statistics show that Duke
will eventually win sooner or
later, but the Tigers hope to avoid
that Saturday, as they attempt to
win their sixth game and become
bowl-eligible.
"Players at this level play to
win every game, but not so much
just playing to not be the first
team that Duke beats (in two
years)," stated Bowden.
Clemson leads the all time
series with Duke 29-15-1. The
Tigers have won 16 out of the last
19 meetings, including 10
straight at Death Valley. The two
last met in Durham in the 2000

season, and the Tigers won a very
lop-sided game by the score of
52-22. This game is most remembered for the standout performances of Woody Dantzler and
Travis Zachery.
Dantzler threw for ll-of-19
and 174 yards, and rushed for 134
yards. The two combined for two
touchdowns each in the first 23
minutes of the game that gave
the Tigers a 35-0 lead at the half.
Danztler finished the game with
three touchdowns. The most
memorable play was Dantzler's
twisting and turning run for a
long Tiger touchdown.
"Offensively, they have not
scored a lot of points. With Carl
(Franks) passing background
with the passing game, there
were games last year where they
were explosive and scored a lot of
points. They always have that
potential," commented Bowden
on Duke's offense.
"Then you have the added
pressure of starting conference
games, and then when you play a
team like Duke that went 0-11
(last year) and 0-10 (this year)
they get to the point where
they're going to bring their 'Agame' and could make a statement by knocking off anybody."
"Defensively, they (Duke) put
a lot of pressure on you, and

make you execute the forward
pass," commented Bowden about
the Blue Devil defense. "Florida
State tried to run on them early
(in the Duke/FSU game on Sept.
1). They slant and angle up front
and make you run east to west. If
they can tackle their (Florida
State) backs, I imagine they can
tackle ours."
Duke's record this year probably doesn't accurately reflect
how close the Blue Devils have
come to winning games this season. Several times the Blue Devils
have been down only a touchdown late in the game before
eventually succumbing.
"Duke is a team that will come
out, play hard, and never give up"
said offensive lineman Will
Merritt. "That team still has pride
and plays hard.,It's not a team we
can afford to take lightly.
Duke is coached by Carl
Franks. His record in his threeyear tenure at Duke is 3-29. His
career record against Clemson is
0-2.
Bowden commented on the
difficulty of coaching at Duke
University.' He stated that the
academic regulations restricted
them in the football programs.
The Tigers and Devils meet for
the 46th time Saturday at 1 p.m.
at Death Valley.

All-Conference first and second football teams announced
STAFF REPORTS

Cleiu.
ACC- champ Maryland lead the
we haveigue witri seven first-team selecproblem aiV Clemson's signal caller,
important iss'ow Dantzler was the Tigers
\t teamer. Junior Akil Smith,
frrritt and Kyle Young made
,_ Wa team offense. Chad Carson
appelarles Hafley scored second
nts Tensive nods.
ISSAM - OFFENSE
iyJoody Dantzler, Sr, Clemson
sruce Perry, So, Maryland
-Joe Burns,Jr., Georgia Tech
fa-Billy McMullenJr, Virginia

WR-Kelly Campbell, Sr., Ga. Tech
TE - Mike Hart, Sr, Duke
OT-Brett Williams, Jr., Florida State
OT - Nat Dorsey, Fr, Georgia Tech
OG - Todd Wike, Jr., Maryland
OG - Michael Collins, Sr, Wake
OC - Melvin Fowler, Sr, Maryland
PK - Luke Manget, Jr., Georgia Tech
2ND TEAM - OFFENSE
QB - Shauh Hill, Sr, Maryland
RB - Tarence Williams, Jr., Wake
RB - Ray Robinson, Sr, NC State
WR - Guilian Gary, Sr, Maryland
WR - Javon Walker, Sr, FSU
TE - Willie Wright, Sr, NC State
OT - Akil Smithjr, Clemson

OT - Matt Crawford, Jr., Maryland
OG - Montrae Holland, Jr., FSU
OG - Will Merritt, Gr, Clemson
OC - Kyle Young, Gr, Clemson
PK - Xavier Beitia, Fr, Florida State
1ST TEAM-DEFENSE
DL -Julius Peppers, Jr., UNC
DL - Greg Gathers, Jr., Georgia Tech
DL - Ryan Sims, Sr, North Carolina
DL - Darnell Dockett, So, FSU
LB - EJ. Henderson, Jr., Maryland
LB - Levar Fisher, Sr, NC State
LB - Bradley Jennings, Sr, FSU
DB - Chris Hope, Sr, Florida State
DB - Terrence Holtjr, NC State
DB - Tony Jackson, Sr, Maryland

DB -Tony Okanlawon, Sr, Maryland
SP - Kelley Rhino, Jr., Georgia Tech
P - Brooks Barnard, Jr., Maryland
2ND TEAM - DEFENSE
DL - Nick Rogers, Sr, Georgia Tech
DL - Corey Smith, Sr, NC State
DL - Nate Boiling, Sr, Wake Forest
DL - Calvin Pace, Jr., Wake Forest
LB - David Thornton, Sr, UNC
LB - Chad Carson, Sr, Clemson
LB - Angelo Crowell, Jr., Virginia
DB - Michael Waddell, Jr., UNC
DB -Jeremy Muyresjr, Ga. Tech
DB - Charles Hafley, Gr, Clemson
DB - Shernard Newbyjr, Virginia
SP -John Stone, Sr, Wake Forest

We are looking forward to Duke
and getting our sixth victory, but
we can't take them lightly. If you
look at all the games where they've
been beat, they were always in
those games.
They were down by a touchdown to Georgia Tech, down by a
touchdown going into the fourth
with UNC, took Wake Forest to
seven points, came back on NC
State. That team still has pride,
they never quit, and they always
keep fighting. They are a couple
plays away from having maybe
two or three victories.
They'regonna blitz us a lot,
their going to stunt and bring their
linebackers, but if the offensive
line can pick all that up then we
should get a win.
Bowl Game
We don't really know anything
yet. We all kinda lean towards the
Tangerine Bowl if we had a choice,
cause that's where we'd like to play.
However that's looking questionable because now it's looks like
they are taking NC State. But we'd
be happy to play in any post-season game, wherever that may be.
Football Memories
My greatest memory will
always be playing South Carolina
in that nailbiter a year ago.
Georgia Tech was another one,
they were playing as good as they
had played in years, so that was
special.
I can remember a couple games
where the offensive line just got in
a zone. Last year against NC State,
we ran like 15 times late in the second half and they couldn't stop us.
We were in a rhythm as an offensive line, everybody was getting a
bunch of knockdowns, and it was
a game you loved playing in.
The big games that you get so
excited for are the ones you
remember, even if you don't win.
It's so much fun getting to play in
Death Valley in front of thousands
of fans week in and week out.
There
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vs. Duke, Saturday, 1 p.m.
Men's Basketball
vs. Costal Carolina, Friday, 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer
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ACC Champs head to NCAA Sweet Sixteen
^■Kenneth Cutler scores the
game-winningNCAAgoal.
BRYANT STONE

staff writer

The Clemson men's soccer team
continued its successful season last
Sunday at Historic Riggs Field in a
thrilling 1-0 overtime victory over
the Kentucky Wildcats
Senior defender Kenneth Cutler
scored a "golden goal" in the third
extra period of the contest to give
Clemson the sudden-death victory.
Cutler's first goal of the season came
courtesy of a pass from teammate
Ross Goodacre who saw Cutler
streaking down the right side of the
penalty box.
"I guess I picked a good time to
score my first goal of the year," said
Cutler following the game. "For some
reason, I thought I was going to score
this game."
Cutler and the Tigers did not
achieve victory easily. The Tigers
managed to prevail at Historic Riggs
Field despite losing three key
starters to injury and had to rely on a
stellar performance from their goalkeeper Doug Warren. Warren made
eight saves against the Wildcats,
including a save off of a header at
point-blank range in the first overtime and another point-blank range
save from a wide-open shot inside

the penalty box in the second overtime.
"There is no quit in this team,"
said Head Coach Trever Adair, who,
with the win over Kentucky, earned
his 100th career victory as Clemson's
coach. "It is a pleasure to coach them.
Kentucky fought hard and made it
difficult for us. To be a champion,
you have to have a lot of depth and a
lot of luck. Today we had both."
Clemson's record improved to 184 for the season, and the Tigers will
look to advance to the NCAA quarterfinals when they host the
University
of
AlabamaBirmingham next Sunday Dec. 2 at 2
p.m. at Historic Riggs Field.
One week prior to the Clemson's
victory over Kentucky, the Tigers
celebrated their 13th ACC
Championship on Historic Riggs
Field by upsetting the previously
undefeated Virginia Cavaliers 1-0.
Clemson's lone goal came from the
foot of senior captain and team
leader Ian Fuller, who was voted the
ACC tournament MVP following
the Tiger's win. Fuller's game-winning goal came in the 37th minute of
the first half, when he took a header
pass from teammate Brett Branan
and sent a left-footed blast past the
Virginia goalkeeper for his third goal
of the tournament and 11th of the
SEE

ACC,
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CELEBRATION: The underdog men's soccer team celebrates with the crowd after winning the ACC title.

USC overcomes Chicken Curse

► 'Cocks collectfirst home
win over Tigers since 1987.

COURTS IN SESSION

HEATH MILLS

staff writer
South Carolina students and fans
stormed the field after the horn
sounded, and guards equipped with
mace had to protect the goalposts
inside Williams-Brice Stadium.
Thirty minutes after the game was
over, the field was still full of
Gamecocks savoring every last
moment of the victory. South
Carolina had defeated Clemson 2015 for its first win at home in the
rivalry since 1987, and first in the
last five match-ups overall.
The Gamecock offense was lead
by senior quarterback Phil Petty. He
was questionable at game time

because of a sore throwing shoulder,
but took control of the game and the
clock in the second half. It was
enough to keep Clemson senior
quarterback Woody Dantzler and
the high powered Tiger offense off
the field with scoring drives of 7:50
and 12:27, to preserve the victory.
"It seemed like they had the ball
forever," Tiger cornerback Toure
Francis said.
The shorter of the two drives
ended in a field goal, but Petty, who
played the rest of the game after separating his injured shoulder in the
second quarter, made one of the
biggest plays of the day on his second drive. On third-and-goal from
the Clemson eight yard line, he ran
a naked bootleg for seven yards,
convincing conservative USC coach

Lou Holts to go for the end zone and
the dagger in Clemson's heart on
fourth and goal from the one.
Backup quarterback Corey Jenkins
drove the ball into the end zone, giving USC a 20-9 lead from which the
Tigers could not recover.
Petty finished the day only 14of-23 for 152 yards in the air and less
than 30 yards on the ground, but he
made plays when it counted.
"We said before we left the locker
room we wouldn't consider this a
successful season if we lost," Petty
said.
Dantzler attempted to lead
Clemson back late in the fourth
quarter as he engineered an 85-yard
drive, capped off by a 11-yard touchSEE USC, PAGE 12
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JUMP BALL: Marci Glenney struggles/or possession of the ball.
VlCKI

SASSANO

staff write

Jim Davis, Head Coach for
the Lady Tigers basketball
team, has the perfect formula for maintaining an illustrious team this season. His players have speed, agility and
heart, and last year they accomplished an overall record of 2110 and were invited to the
NCAA Tournament. But there
is a problem. All of the women
on the team know how to make
it as great and talented basketball players, but only half
know how to survive as great
and talented Lady Tigers.
The Clemson women's basketball team remains strong in

its returning backcourt, but a
fresh start in the frontcourt
will add numerous hours of
practice time. Plus it will take
time to get the freshman acclimated.
"One of the keys to the season will be how quickly our
inside game matures, especially offensively," said Davis who
has coached the Lady Tigers for
the last 14 years and watched
his team participate in the
NCAA Tournament for 13 of
those years. "Our experience on
the perimeter has to carry us to
allow our young post players to
develop."
SEE

VIEW,
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NICE GRAB: Junior receiver].]. McKelvey takes to the airfor a deep reception late in thefourth quarter.
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Clemson rings in the Christmas holidays Ask TiaWhere is the love?
KATHRYN MOORE

staff writer

Botanical Garden office at 6563405.
Also on Dec. 6, a Kwanzaa celebration will take place in the
Hendrix Center multi-purpose
room. Founded in 1966 by Dr.
Maulana Karenga, Kwanzaa, is normally celebrated Dec. 26-Jan. 1.
Melissa Shivers from the Office of
Multicultural Affairs says "I hope
that this program will enhance the
knowledge of our students, faculty,

Til be home for Christmas. You
can count on me." ■
This familiar holiday tune belts
out on the radio and in stores even
before Thanksgiving has begun.
Red and green decorations hang on
every vacant opening and on every
street corner to be sure to remind
people that the Christmas season is
right around the corner. And every
college student is well
aware of the, holidays
because this is the time to
relax after final exams and
spend well-needed days at
home. Sophomore Taryn
Safrin agrees with this. She
says, "The holidays are the
best time to spend more
time with my family now
that I am in college. It is a
good time to reconnect with
them." .
Like Safrin says, the holidays are synonymous with
family gatherings. But why
wait until you go home to
start celebrating the holiday
season? The holidays are
also a time when Clemson
can come together as its
own family to enjoy the HOLIDAY SPIRIT: Let'sget ready to celebrate
holidays.
The holiday season kicks off in and staff on the principles of
Clemson with the Christmas Kwanzaa and its importance in
Parade in downtown on Dec. 4 at 5 African culture."
p.m. The parade promises to be a
The celebration, put on by the
night filled with caroling, hot Office of Multicultural Affairsand
chocolate and fun. This year the UPAC, will provide students with
parade will honor each branch of more information on the history
the United States Armed Forces.
and traditions of Kwanzaa. The
Clemson students can take part seven principles of Kwanzaa,
in many holiday events on Dec. 6. which are unity, self-determinaAt 5 p.m. in the Botanical Gardens, tion, collective work and responsia holiday wreath workshop will be bility, cooperative economics, purtaking place at the Hanson pose, creativity and faith, will be
Learning Center. For a fee of $40, discussed along with the serving of
which includes all the materials - traditional food.
needed, students will be instructed
Students can go straight from
on how to make a festive holiday the Kwanzaa celebration to The
wreath either to enjoy themselves Waverly Consort's performance of
or to give as gifts. To sign up, call the Christmas Story held at 8 p.m. at
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This week I'm not going to be
answering a letter from someone but I will answer this Question: What is it that we look for
in a mate? By "we," I mean people in general. The idea for this
article came to me a couple of
weekends ago while I was away.
A group of us (females) were
sitting around talking about
how women usually say they're
looking for this certain type of
guy, which is usually the same
guy. You know, someone who's
nice, kind, funny, smart, goodlooking and financially stable.
The funny thing was that most
of us talking were not looking
for those specific things in a
man.
Of course we wanted some of
the things but those qualities
are so easily found that theoretically we should all have a significant other; however we didn't. There was always that
something missing that we
couldn't quite put our finger on.
You just know it's not there and
that makes you ponder if you
truly know what you want from
any relationship. The fact is
that although those traits are
good to have in any mate, the
person has to appeal to you in
many other aspects.
You should both have some
of the same interests, of course,
but after that what else is needed? To answer that, you as an
individual must take a personal
evaluation of yourself. In my
own evaluation I discovered
these things.
Love comes at times unexpectantly and it throws most of
us through for a loop. At times it
sneaks up on you so very slowly
that when you realize that it's
there you don't know what to
do. I was taught that love and
loving could conquer anything,
and though some points of my
life have made me a little skepti-

the Brooks Center for Performing
Arts. The Christmas Story consists
of eight singers and five instrumentalists playing reproductions of
medieval instruments recounting
the events of Christmas. Tickets for
students are $8 and can be obtained
by contacting the Brooks Center
Ticket Office.
Moving on in the week, students
can enjoy a holiday carillon concert
on Dec. 9 from 3-4 p.m. when
Clemson University
Carillonneur, Dr. Linda
Dzuris, performs seasonal music on the 47bell Memorial Carillon.
Students can enjoy the
concert best at any area
surrounding Tillman
Hall. The tower will be
open for visitors following the performance.
For. many, the holidays are a time for giving. Because of this, the
City
of
Clemson
Christmas
Parade
Planning Committee is
sponsoring an angel
tree located at City
Hall. The tree holds
SETH CEE/arl director ornaments that represent children who
attend the Homework
Center, the Head Start program at
the Littlejohn Community Center,
and the Clemson Community
Center. ■
A child's age, gender, and
his/her wanted items will be listed
on each ornament. No matter what
the holidays mean to you, Clemson
has some way to celebrate the season. No student has to wait until
he/she returns home to have holiday cheer either.
So, join in with the Clemson
family and rejoice in the holiday
season. And, before you know it,
you will be humming those oh-sofamiliar Christmas tunes yourself.

$"T99
Coupon Expires 12/31/01
Tax Not included

Late Night Special
One 14" Large
OneTopping

$£99

6

Delivery After 9pm Only
Coupon Expires 12/31/01
Tax Not Included

cal at times, I believe that it's
true.
Really
loving
someone
requires everything that is
within you and lends to the
everyday experience of life. To
love someone is to respect them
on all levels: emotionally, physically, and mentally.
People often forget that being
loved and giving love comes
with great responsibilities. If
someone loves you then you are
apart of not only their life but
also their very soul, and the
things you do and say change
everything for them.
They depend upon you for
more than support where your
relationship is concerned; you
are now needed for every event
in their lives, and without you
there that moment just doesn't
feel complete.
Knowing this makes me
appreciate love and helps me to
put the important qualities first.
I've found that, for me, my ideal
mate has no physical description. He is simply described by
the following:
He realizes that we are both a
work-in-progress and wants to
be there when the project is
over. Why is this all I need in a
guy? It's all T need because it
means he truly cares.
If he can accept me for all my
faults, understands that there
are things that I haven't resolved
yet in my life, and still wants
me in his life, that means something.
It means that he sees something worthwhile in our future
together and he is willing to
wait with me through it all.
Now who's your ideal mate?
Think long, hard, and deeply
about this. Your answer could
change your life; it definitely
changed mine.
Send mail: timeout@tiger.clemson.edu
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Feast For Four I Carryout
Special
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One 14" Large
One Topping
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Not Available For Delivery
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E=mc<>

"When you sit with a nice girl
for two hours, it seems like two minutes.
When you sit on a hot stove
for two minutes, it seems like two hours.
That's relativity."
-Albert Einstein
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One Topping

$-1099
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Coupon Expires 12/31/01
Tax Not included
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Cheesesticks
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
653-PAPA (7272)
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Saturday

Sunday

monday

1 AM - CHELSEA
MYLETT

1 AM - CASEY HAN
COCK

1 AM - DAN
NGUYEN

5 AM - JOSEPH
YOUNG
9 AM - KIMBERLY
MCKEON
11 AM - KATIE
JONES AND ELIZABETH GONDELOCK
1 PM - NICK
MAGANINI
3 PM - MIKE
SIMMONS
5 PM - BRANDON
MORGAN

3 AM - VICTOR
TRAC
11 AM - BRIAN
MANNLEY
1 PM - TODD DAVIS
3 PM - DUECE
5 PM - "WOLFMAN"
PLAYS HITS OF THE
50'S AND 60S
7 PM - MIKE
BONEY
9 PM - JACK BEMO
11 PM - PATRICK
MCLAUGHLIN

tuesday

Wednesday

thursday

1 AM - JASON WERSTAK

1 AM - BRIAN
BUCKLEY

9 AM - TIM LEALEY

1 AM - CODY
CHANCE

5 AM - KASIE
SKIPPER

9 AM - NILANKA
SENEVIRATNE

7 AM - BILL SUSKI JAZZ

7 AM - MATT
HOLLAND - JAZZ

11 AM - NATHAN
KRIEG

9 AM - JANELLE
LIPSCOMB

9 AM - JOE HECKER

1 PM - JASON RIFFENBERG

11 AM - WILL BETZ

11 AM - TIM
O'LEARY
3 PM - MATT BARR
AND RORY RILEY
5 PM - RYAN
PHILLIPS
7 PM - "THE
PROTOGRESSIVE
SHOW" WITH JOE
DELLA FERRA
9 PM - AMA
WERTZ AND ADAM
SNIDER
11 PM - JAMAAL
COLLINS - REGGAE

3 PM - BOBBY
CONGDON
5 PM - "DESI X
MASALA" , BLEND
OF INDO-PAK
MUSIC WITH TARIQ
AND ABID
6 PM - TALK SHOW

1 PM - RYAN
FINNIE
3 PM - ERIC
RODGERS
5 PM - TODD
CANTRELL
7 PM - "NASTY
HABITS" WITH
KYLE WINSLOW HARDCORE

7 PM - "MELLOW
MOODS ROOTS
MUSIC'WITH
CAPTAIN DON MORGAN, THE
BLUESMAN

9 PM - "THE WILD
SIDE" WITH RICK
MCBRIDE - ROCK N
ROLL

9 PM - MATT
CRISLER

11 PM - PATRICK
MILLS

CCN
Saturday

12:00 AM- STARWARS 12:00 AM BAMBOOZLED
EP1
3:00 AM DR. DOLITTLE
3:00 AM - RAVENOUS
5:00AM -DUTCH
5:00 AM- GHOST DOG
7:00 AM-CECIL B
DEMENTED
9:00 AM-RAVENOUS
11:00 AM-STARWARS
EP1
2:00 PM-DR. DOLITTLE
6:00 PM-DUTCH
8:00 PM-STUDENTS
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM-TRAPPED IN
PARADISE
11:00 PM-CU UP LATE

7:00 AM - RAVENOUS
9:00 AM -GHOST DOG
11:00AM -BAMBOOZLED
2:00 PM -DR. DOLITTLE
4:00 PM - TRAPPED IN
PARADISE
6:00 PM - CECIL B
DEMENTED
8:00 PM - STUDENTS
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM - DR. DOLITTLE
11:00 PM - CU UP LATE

clemson cable
network
channel ID

3 PM - THOMY
GIBBONS
5 PM - SPECIAL
OFFER TIM FUCHS
7 PM - ROTATING
SPECIALTY SHOW ,
DAVID BOWMAN NOFX

7 PM - "SONS OF
THUNDER" WITH
PHIL TOWNSEND
AND NATE CARBAUGH

11 PM - LINDSAY
WHITESIDE

11 PM - MIKE
TREHY

9 PM - BROOKE
MARSH

November 30December B
http://ccn.clemson.edo
TelEpnonE: B5B-122B
E-mail: ccnSclEmsDn.edu

12:00 AM - BAMBOOZLED

5:00 AM - TRAPPED IN
PARADISE

3:00 AM - CECIL B
DEMENTED

3:00 AM- RAVENOUS

5:00 AM - RAVENOUS

5:00 AM-GHOST DOG

7:00 AM - CECIL B
DEMENTED

7:00 AM - TRAPPED
IN PARADISE

7:00 AM- DR. DOLITTLE

9:00 AM - DR. D0LITTLE2

9:00 AM - DR. DOLITTLE

9:00 AM-DR. DOLITTLE 2
11:00 AM- BAMBOOZLED
2:00 PM-DUTCH

3:00

DECIL D DEMENTED

5:00 AM - TRAPPED IN
PARADISE
7:00 AM - DR. DOLITTLE
9:00 AM - DUTCH

11:00 AM -BAMBOOZLED

4:00 PM-RAVENOUS

11:00 AM-STARWARS
EP1

4:00 PM - DUTCH

2:00 PM - DR. DOLITTLE 2

6:00 PM-TRAPPED IN
PARADISE

6:00 PM - DR. DOLITTLE

2:00 PM - CECIL B
DEMENTED

4:00 PM - DUTCH

8:00 PM-STUDENTS PRODUCTION

4:00 PM - GHOST DOG

9:00 PM - GHOST DOG

5 PM - JROD AND
MARC

9 PM"CRUNCHY'S
REVENGE"
BACKPORCH HIPPIE, BLUEGRASS,
AND FOLK WITH
RYAN ORENDORF
AND THOMPSON
MEFFORD

12:00AM -STARWARS
EP1

3:00AM -DUTCH

11:00 PM CU UP LATE

3 PM - JOEY
MCGUINESS

12:00 AM- BAMBOOZLED

12:00 AM - BAMBOOZLED

6:00PM -GHOST

1 PM - BRIAN
BUCKLEY

thursday

12:00AM -STARWARS
EP1

8:00 PM - STUDENTS PRODUCTIONS

11 AM - KATIE
SWANSON

Wednesday

mondau

2:00 PM - RAVENOUS

9 AM - CHRIS
EVERETT

tuesday

sunday

11:00AM -STARWARS
EP1

1 PM - BRYAN K,
SMITH

X

W^AvlW W

Friday

November 30December G

)i

Friday

3 AM - ALAN
JONES AND ANNA
ESKRIDGE
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3:00 AM - TRAPPED IN
PARADISE
5:00 AM - DR. DOLITTLE
7:00 AM - GHOST DOG
9:00 AM - RAVANEOUS
11:00 AM - BAMBOOZLED
2:00 PM - DR DOLITTLE
2
4:00 PM - TRAPPED IN
PARADISE

6:00 PM-DR. DOLITTLE 2

6:00 PM - DUTCH

8:00 PM-STUDENTS PRODUCTIONS

8:00 PM - STUDENTS
PRODUCTIONS

9:00 PM - DR. DOLITTLE

9:00 PM - CECIL B
DEMENTED

9:00 PM - TRAPPED IN
PARADISE

11:00 PM - CU UP
LATE

11:00 PM - CU UP LATE

11:00 PM - CU UP LATE

DOG

8:00 PM - STUDENTS
PRODUCTIONS

9:00 PM-DUTCH
11:00 PM CU UP LATE
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Christmas revives spirits
RENEE RILEY

senior staff writer

We're not like every
other high-tech company.
We're hiring.

It's Christmas time again and
along with all the planning, giftwrapping and family duties come
all the church pageants and local
theater plays. The Clemson Little
Theatre is one of those groups that
has planned and worked hard to
put on one such play for this coming Christmas season and it hasn't
been an easy task.' This little theatre has had a tough time at getting
their play to come together but is
now on their way. Two weeks ago
they first lost the rights to their
original play choice, The Best

Christmas Pageant Ever, and had to
scramble to come up with something else. Many of the cast members dropped out. The group finally got itself together and will be
performing Where's the Christmas
in All This, which was written last
minute by Cathy Olker. Ms. Olker
has been in theatre all her life and
has wanted to write children's stories. Even though it wasn't a children's book the play is still a story
and some local children and community members will perform her
play in the upcoming weeks.
Where's the Christmas in All
This is the story of a grandfather
who goes to visit his family over

No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth.To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1 ~800-423~USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com.

«•♦
U.S. AIR FORM
DAVID KALK/assistant photo editor

CHRISTMAS PLAY: This play strikes old time feelings in people

Heritage at Riverwood
1 and 2 Bedroom
Equipped Kitchens and Washer/Dryers.
Pool, Tennis Court, Fitness Center.

Burton
Properties
Management
CALL 654-1130,
653-7717,
or 653-5506

the holidays and becomes
depressed at the way that
Christmas has become "so materialistic and misdirected. Along his
journey to find the truth in
Christmas and bring it home to his
family, he gets some interesting
suggestions by a Santa Claus,
played by Jim Henderson, that has
turned into what can best be
explained as either an abstract
psychiatrist or a drunk philosopher.
The grandfather also
encounters some people that have
an opinion of Christmas and life
that are sure to confuse some audience members.
The wonderful thing about this
play is that it strikes some old-time
Christmas feelings in people. The
one scene that encompasses the
grandfather is framed with classic
Christmas carols being sung. The
talents of the piano player, Betty
Snowden, wonderfully accompany the children that sing in the
play, as well as fill empty time
throughout the play.
Some of the selections in the
play are "Here Comes Santa Claus"
and "Walkin' in a Winter
Wonderland." The children's voices are very reminiscent of a family
Christmas and are quite beautiful
in their innocence. One little boy in
particular does a great job in the
shows. Preston Cooley plays the
grandson in the play. He is nine
years old and attends Central
Elementary. He may be young but
he is not new to show business. He
played Mike Tivi in Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory recently
when it played at the Easley theatre. He is on top of his cues as well
as on some of the other characters'
lines and is sure to steal the show
Although overall the play needs
some work, it should be a success.
If you plan on attending, pay
attention to the phone scene that
takes place in the very beginning
of the show. It's a great way to
open a play that has a main theme
of lessening consumerism and
strengthening family and family
values.
The play will take place at the
Clemson Little Theatre in
Pendleton on Nov. 30 - Dec. 2 and
Dec. 7-9. Show times are Fridays at
8 p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m. For
information call the Clemson
Little Theatre box office at 6468100.
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Harsh winter predicted for Sundance film festival
STEPHEN SAITO

Daily Texan (U. Texas-Austin)
If you think it's cold in Austin,
imagine how frigid it is for the
thousands of filmmakers whose
films were turned down Tuesday
when the selections for the 2002
Sundance Film Festival were
officially announced. However,
for a highly specialized few,
things will be a bit warmer until
they arrive on the snowy banks
of Park City, Utah, come January.
This year's festival will take
place Jan. 10-20 and will feature
films ranging from veteran directors who made their mark at
Sundance
(Todd
Solondz,
Welcome to the Dollhouse and
Bart Freundlich, The Myth of
Fingerprints) to newcomers like
Pete Jones, who won the Ben
Affleck/Matt Damon-sponsored
Project Greenlight script competition to make his first film,
Stolen Summer.
The ensemble film was made
for approximately $1 million and
stars Aidan Quinn, Kevin
Pollack, Brian Dennehy and
Bonnie Hunt.
While Jones will be making
his Sundance debut, others like
Sherman Alexie, who won the

Waldo Salt Screenwriting Award
for the Native American-produced Smoke Signals is now
bringing his directorial debut,
The Business of Fancydancing, to
the festival.
Frank Whaley, who was seen
recently in those pesky commercials for IFC Rant magazine, is
also making his second Sundance
appearance as a director with
The Jimmy Show, which is
based on the play of the same
name. The film stars Whaley as
an alcoholic stand-up comedian
who tries to bring his family
together. Ethan Hawke and Carla
Gugino co-star.
And since its infamous
Toronto Film Festival debut
when
star
Matthew
McConaughey saved the life of an
audience
member,
13
Conversations About One Thing
involves the story of a lawyer
who gets in a hit-and-run car
accident.
Sundance will also roll out the
red carpet for Joe Carnahan, the
director of the low-budget fave
Blood, Guts and Octane, entering
the dramatic competition with
his third film, Narc, starring Ray
Liotta, Boston Public's Chi
McBride, Jason Patric and Busta

Rhymes.
Finn Taylor is another familiar
face to Sundance with his second
directorial effort Cherish, a film
starring Lindsay Crouse as a psychiatrist with former SNLer Nora
Dunn, Tim Blake Nelson (O
Brother Where Art Thou?), Jason
Priestley and in another musical
twist, Liz Phair.
Better known to audiences as
the babysitter from Jerry
Maguire or the nebbish record
store clerk in High Fidelity, Todd
Louiso was behind the camera for
his first feature and Sundance
dramatic competitor, Love Liza,
starring
Phillip
Seymour
Hoffman and Kathy Bates.
Outside the dramatic and documentary competitions, which
primarily feature newcomers
this year, the festival will showcase 11 films in the American
Spectrum category and a brand
new American Showcase in the
lineup.
The American Showcase
includes Solondz's much-hyped
Storytelling; the aforementioned
13 Conversations About One
Thing, Franc Reyes' impressively
cast Empire starring John
Leguizamo, Isabella Rossellini,
Ruben
Blades
and
Peter

Sarsgaard; Bart Freundlich's
World Traveler starring his wife,
Julianne Moore, and Billy
Crudup as a man who realizes
how important his family is after
he embarks on a world journey;
and Teknolust starring Tilda
Swinton, whose last film, The
Deep End, made a major splash at
Sundance last year.
The American Showcase is
intended to display films made
by returning Sundance writers
and directors who for some reason couldn't fit in with the competition or American Spectrum
slots.
According to Variety, 753
directors entered their films into
the dramatic competition, while
444 documentarians submitted
their films for consideration. As
for the actual festival, planners
have more to worry about than
rival film festivals such as
Slamdance and No Dance this
year.
Shortly after Sundance, Park
City and the rest of Utah will
play host to the 2002 Winter
Olympics in Salt Lake City Feb.
8-20. Winter Olympics organizers have already begun to set up
the mountaintops of Park City for
the many competitions.

These preparations created a
more frenzied environment for
festival-goers. Sundance organizers may combat such an Olympic
overtaking by moving the documentary competition to a venue
other than the famed Holiday
Cinema triplex, located close to
where the Olympic organizers
are setting up shop. But that decision is still up in the air.
Remarkably, there are still
passes available for the festival, a
rarity so close to Sundance.
Available passes for the entire festival range in price from $650 for
a film pass to $3,150 for entrance
into, all the films as well as the
many parties that dominate Park
City for those 10 snowy days.
Although many accuse the
festival of becoming more and
more commercial over the years,
as this year's selections prove, it
remains the dominant showcase
for independent film in the
United States. And at this point,
this is only a partial list of the
films which will play the festival
with a few more films to be
named closer to Sundance's start
date. Plus, if some bidding wars
go sour, Sundance may be the
only place to watch film executives get into snowball fights.

Barry Potteris the;yearshit
though. He made sure that the ending didn't leave out the dark undertones of the book's ending.
A few critics have accused the
movie of staying too close to the
■ Rated: PG13
book, but I think that it was necesReview:
sary for the film to do that. If there
is really going to be a film for each
of the seven books, then the films
have to stick to the story with all of .
its detail. The books get more comALISON BRUCE
plicated as they progress, and_
editorial editor
changing something now woultP
I know, I know, you probably make things really difficult later.
read my Harry Potter preview arti- Besides, taking too much artistic
cle, so now you think I'm gonna be license with the movie would have
all biased in my review of the angered millions of little kids and
movie. Well, I do love the books their parents (and their older sib(I've read all four of them twice), lings, and their grandparents...).
The only negative thing I can
but if anything, I think my fondness for the novels makes me a say about the movie is that they
left out a
pretty good
few minor
judge of the
details, but
first movie,
the movie is
Harry Potter
already two
and
the
and a half
Sorcerer's
hours long.
Stone. If anyThey had to
one
was
cut
out
going to be
something.
critical of
Overall, I
the film, it
have to say
was me. So, I
that
the
went to see it
movie was
the night it
all that I
opened (of
wanted it to
course) and I
b
e
have to say
Everything
that it was
looked like I
absolutely
had imagwonderful.
ined
it
The film
. would, the
stars Daniel _
•Radcliffe, HARRY POTTER: Dani el Radcliffe leaves a acting was
on,
Rupert Grint mark on the audience by his performance right
and
the
and EmmaWatson as Harry, Ron, and soundtrack is perfect (written, natHermione, respectively. Except for urally, by John Williams of Star
Radcliffe, the child stars have had Wars fame).On a side note, I want
little previous acting experience, to say something to all you audibut they are naturals onscreen. All ence members out there. Even
three are believable in their parts. though most of the people on this
The supporting actors do a great planet have read the books, not
job also. Robbie Coltrane's Hagrid everyone has. Be mindful of that
was awesome and right on the fact when you're watching the
mark, as were the portrayals of movie in a crowded theater. I went
Snape,
McGonagall,
and to see it with about seven of my
friends, and two cf them had not
Dumbledore.
The movie was directed by read the book. The people behind
Christopher Columbus, who was them ruined every surprise in the
previously known for such films as movie by constantly saying aloud
Home Alone, Mrs. Doubtfire and what was about to happen. That's
Stepmom. Critics, as well as myself, just not cool. Even though you will
were worried that he might make feel tempted to add your own little
the film too cheesy and light. If comments during the film, say
you've read the books, you know- them to yourself and don't ruin it
that there is definitely an aura of for everyone around you. Go see
darkness in the first novel that this movie! Not only is it the cineincreases throughout the next matic event of the year, it's worth
three. Columbus pulled it off, every penny.
HARRY POTTER
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Student Book Store
and Supply Center
Downtown Clemson, College Ave. 9:00am-7:00pm Mon -Thurs

SALE December 3rd - 7th
30% OFF Diploma Frames in Stock
30% OFF All Clemson
Gift Items:
Glassware - Jewelry - Gifts &
Clothing Items - Ceramic Mugs Fleece blankets and Throws Decals - License Tags

25%- 50% Off Sale Room Items:
Frames - Stuffed Animals
-3 Piece BBQ Set - Pewter License Tags
- Selected Computer Software
-Nursing Reference Books
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Jack the Ripper is back from Hell

Starlight Stadium

FROM HELL

■ Clemson Blvd. At 1-85 ■
Near Cracker Barrel & Outback _

222-3808

Spy Game*

(PG)
12:30-1:00-l:30-2:00-3:4b-(4:004:45-5:30)-7:00-7:30-8:00-8:45

|
■
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1:30-(4:30)-7:10-9:50
__
_ -_ . . *
BI3CK KIH9I1I

Behind Enemy Lines
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|
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1

'-'45' 3:45-(5:45)-7:45-9:45
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12:45-3:00™51-7:30-9:45
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(pG-13)
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, ]:00-1:30-3:00-3:30-(5:00-5:30)-7:00- 1
|
7:30-9:00-9:30
,
L
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On the Line*

!

(PG)

,

<R»

1:15-3:15-(5:15)-7:15-9:15

l

H 10-3:20-(5:30)-7:40-9:50

•

LEX NUNNERY

{VG.13)

(PG-13)
12:30-2:45-(5:00)-7:20-9:40

*

staff writer

STUDENT PICE wTO&ftB $4.50
.'

Rated: R
I Review:
»

NEW LOW PRICES!
Harry Potter and the Sorcerers' Stone ■
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House
L

Showtimes For Today Only! ATM In Lobby Visa & MC Accepted
•No Passes
Matinee Pricing
(Super saver Shows)
no passes
www.easternfederat.com

No, it's not a documentary of
the creative process behind Corky
Romano.
It's about absinthe, opium,
London whores and ritualistic
murder, which pervade this film
that explores a possible theory
behind the motives of the infamous prostitute murderer Jack the
Ripper.
From Hell, directed by twin
brothers Albert and Allen Hughes
(Menace II Society,
Dead
Presidents), stars Johnny Depp
(Sleepy
Hollow,
Edward
Scissorha
is Scottish inspector
Fred Abberline, who experiences
drug-induccc! visions to solve mysteries, and Heather Graham
(Austin Powers 2, Boogie Nights),
who portrays Mary Kelly, a possible upcoming victim of the Ripper
and the skinniest prostitute in
turn-of-the-century England (she
has a full set of teeth, too). After
Abberline is assigned to the case,
he finds that the murdered were
part of a group of whores who
would work the streets together at
night and decides to interrogate
their coworkers. He meets Mary
and soon has a vision that she is
next. To become close to the killer
and discover his motives, he
becomes close and eventually
emotionally attached to Graham's
character.
The sensory aspects of this
movie overwhelm all other characteristics. The dark and suspense-

ences to the dangers of rich, white,
protestant elitism and conservatism led me to believe that the
Hughes' were drawing a parallel
between the exploitation of lower
classes in the urban areas of both
England and America. Examining
such relationships proves the
Hughes' ability to be creative within their chosen field.
Johnny Depp is, in my opinion,
the most versatile actor in
Hollywood. From undercover cop
in Donnie Brasco to androgynous
director in Ed Wood to his memorable performance in Edward
Scissorhands. He transforms
and molds to characters for
every film. The difference
between the Depp's accent
and those of. the English
actors in From Hell was
indetectable to this yank;
Depp formed perfectly to his
role.
Sometimes, we can see
plot advances from a mile
away, and you'll probably
know who Jack is before
Depp does. But, predictability aside, the movie is still
bloodcurdling and entertaining.
From Hell culminates,
contrary to its plot development and climax, with an
uplifting ending, which sugKiLLER LOVE: Jo hnnyDepp as Fred
gests hope amidst despair in
Abberline watches over Mary Kelly
London. This conclusion,
played by Heather Graham.
though inconsistent with the
rest of the movie, redeems
breaking from pictures such as the numerous instances of murder
Menace II Society, so as not to be and other vices by leaving a glimlabeled as unimaginative film- mer of light in a darkened society
makers with a gimmick. But when with an example of how far love
reflecting upon this movie, I dis- actually can go.
From Hell creates a frightening
covered that (1) From Hell can fit in
the same genre as Menace II Society atmosphere that lures the audiand Dead Presidents and (2) the ence into the slums of 19th-centuHughes brothers are nowhere near ry London. Though sometimes
predictable, From Hell is worth
unimaginative.
In From Hell, so many refer- your time as a surreal experience.
ful music with a tinge of techno
correlates well with the tone and
pace of the film. The special effects
and gory depictions of dead bodies
succeea in creating a gripping
environment in which the Ripper
is able to hide among the many
shadows, awaiting his next victim
to appear. The dream sequences,
however, lead to sensory overload
and are reminiscent of Nine Inch
Nails videos.
When I first heard of the
Hughes brothers' involvement
with this movie, I thought that
they made a wise decision by

My perspective on the Christmas tradition

Cheifs Wings and Firewater-winner
Wild Wing Cafe
TD's
Columbo's
Domino's Pizza - Last years winner
Tigertown Tavern
Buffalo's Cafe
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When I first heard «bout
Turduchen, I could not believe
my ears. This particular creation
is a novelty food from Louisiana
in which a chicken is stuffed
inside a duck, which is then
placed within a turkey. Fifteenplus pounds of delicious poultry!
This lends credence to one of my
long-standing theories: One of
the American dreams is to combine as many meat products as
possible into one helping of food.
Need evidence? Just look at beef
jerky.
I believe that the history of
the Turduchen can be traced
back to the first Thanksgiving.
The Indians brought healthy
vegetables such as corn,
beans and potatoes.
The Pilgrims, being the
first true Americans, naturally demanded more meat. The
new settlers then developed a
plan to take the Indians' land
by killing them all off with
cholesterol and fatty foods.
After hearing about this
Turduchen (or Turducken, if
you prefer), I thought that it
would make a great addition
to my list of Christmas traditions. So, after ignoring some of
the complaints of my friends
and family ("Who wants to eat
all three of those at once?"), I
decided to buy one. This caused
me to think back on some of my
other favorite holiday traditions.
Of course, nothing embodies
the ideas of family, love, and

peace more so than movies and
TV shows. Each holiday season, I
make it a point of watching particular films and TV shows that
help put me in that festive mood.
Of course, there are the classics such as How the Grinch Stole
Christmas. Please note that I am
referring to the original cartoon,
and not the recent film which is
a hypocritical abomination
inspired by marketing revenue
and shameful advertising promotions. The cartoon accurately
conveys the wholesome message
of love and Christmas that Dr.
Seuss depicted in his children's
book.

Eric Krantz

Columnist

I also make it a point of
watching National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation. If nothing
else, it's worth it just to see Randy
Quaid walking around in that
green dickey and the squirrel terrorizing the entire family. Plus,
they electrocute a cat and burn
down a Christmas tree. To me,
the holidays are often synony-

mous with dysfunction and family conflicts.
This leads me right into my
next holiday tradition - the
choosing of the tree. For years,
my family would drive across
town to a Christmas tree farm.
We would select our tree, and
then saw it down ourselves in the
bitter cold. I think this was perhaps a lumberjack fantasy camp
for adults. Of course, no one
could ever decide on a tree.
My brother and I always
wanted one that would not fit in
our house.
My dad would be carefully
observing the prices, and my
mom would just be begging
us to choose one so that we
could go home.
Then there was the fight
between my brother and me
over who got to cut it down,
which really meant "who
gets to play with the saw."
By the time it was all over,
we had discovered the horrors of tree sap. At that point,
no one wanted to have anything to do with that damn
tree.In all, the holiday season
is an important time to bond
with family, reunite with friends
and hear children whine about
the toys they want.
Everyone has traditions that
they hold close to their hearts.
But now if you'll excuse me, I'm
going to eat my hybrid poultry
and watch Charlie Brown's
Christmas.

Experience Clemson events at their finest.
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Princeton professor explores assertive women in '30s, '40s Hollywood
LINDSEY WHITE

The Daily Princetonian (Princeton U.)

At its best, a film provides
not only entertainment, but
also inspiration, striking a
chord with viewers that reverberates long after they have left
the theater.
For Maria DiBattista, one
particular genre serves to both
inspire and enchant, leading
her to her life's work.
DiBattista,
professor
of
English and comparative literature at Princeton University,
Master of Rockefeller College
and chair of the Committee for
Film Studies, vividly remembers watching the smart and
savvy comic heroines who
came alive on the silver screen
in films of the '30s and '40s.
In an era when female leads
in television and film were
often limited to frustrated and
unfulfilled housewives, such as
Lucille Ball in "I Love Lucy," or
glittering but vacuous stars,
like Marilyn Monroe, these
"dames" presented an admirable
alternative.

THE TIGER'S RATING GUIDE

Five Paws

These heroines were "women
intent on creating the life they
wanted
for
themselves,"
DiBattista said. The characters
knew "what to say and when to
say it and met life with selfconfidence."
Inspired by the intelligence,
confidence and unique flair of
these
female
characters,
DiBattista eventually embarked
on the scholarly study of '30s
and '40s movies.
Interested in feminism and
in the way people use language,
she brought the two together
about 10 years ago when she
first taught a course on women
and film.
DiBattista notes that film is
an important force in society
because it is the "primary
source of images of sexual
ideals — how we should look
and how we should talk."
Concerning the fast-talking
dames, DiBattista said, "Women
emerged as what American
women can really be..They were
a delight to look at and listen
to."
After having taught and

talked about these films in her
years at Princeton, DiBattista
decided to bring her thoughts
together in a book.
The result, "Fast-Talking
Dames," was published by Yale
University Press in May and
details the adventures of
actresses such as Barbara
Stanwick, Katharine Hepburn
and Myrna Loy.
There is no cookie-cutter
quality to the films of the "fasttalking dames." Rather, these
heroines exhibit their cleverness and self-confidence in a
wide variety of settings.
Barbara Stanwick's roles ranged
from a card shark to a newspaper reporter to a showgirl.
Carole Lombard portrayed a
"luminous, unselfconsciously
sexy heiress" who pursues the
man she loves. "These women,"
DiBattista noted, all present
"different portraits of selfdetermination."
DiBattista said she does not
see many modern counterparts
to the "fast-talking dames" in
today's movies. She noted that
heroines today are too self-

doubting, like the nervous
executive played by Helen Hunt
in "What Women Want," or the
well-meaning but insecure
Reese Witherspoon in "Legally
Blonde."
However, DiBattista points to
Alicia Silverstone in Clueless
and Allison Janney in The West
Wing as two modern "fast-talking dames." Silverstone's character, DiBattista said, is "of that
line of self-confident women
who know what they want.
That doesn't mean they can't
make mistakes, because they
do, but at the same time you
find yourself rooting for them
because they have so much to
offer."
Overall, however, DiBattista
said there is a disconnect
between the growing number of
women today who are accomplishing great things in such
fields as business, journalism
and politics, and the lack of
positively portrayed careerminded women in television
and film.
"We have still not worked out
the sexual politics of women
^WSITV
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Sogood that we would experience it sober.

who seem confident and take
pleasure in what they do outside of the home," she said, noting that often women in television and film today who have
high-powered careers are at the
same time portrayed as edgy or
bitter.
While the heroines of the
'30s and '40s did act in comedies, their goals transcended
simply drawing a laugh.
DiBattista outlined their aim
with a reference to the French
critic Bazin, who said that during the '30s and '40s "comedies
were the most serious forms in
which America talked about
the state of its society.
"Comedy was a resourceful
way of getting people to face
unpleasant realities," DiBattista
explained. "These women were
models of how to face adversity
and articulate the values we
want to preserve.
"They afforded images of
determination, resolve, and
how to respond to difficult situations. They were not afraid of
the future or of themselves," she
added. "They never age."

Friday, November 30th

Saturday, December 1st

Four Paws

$$»$
Definitely worth your time and
money.
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Three Paws

"Shine"
Movie in
McKissick
Theater - 8pm
free admission - cheap
concessions!

Not stellar, but worth checkingout.

Moulin
Rouge
Movie in
McKissick
Theater - 8pm
free admission - cheap
concessions!

Two Paws
*•

Not worth your money, steal it/mm a
friend.

One Paw

#
An incredibly poor display of wasted
effort.

TimeOut is currently searching for enthusiastic writers for
Spring 2002.
Want to see
what the
excitement is
all about?
Call 656-2150

DON'T MISS THE LAST CONCERTS
OF THE SEMESTER!

Little Children
Thursday, December 6th
Acoustic Jump Little Children
with opener Owen Beverly
Doors Open 7pm, Show Time 8pm $10 with CUID ($12 w/o). Tickets on
sale now at the Union Info Desk and
Manifest downtown! Brought to you
by Tiger Paw Productions.

The label that brought
you platinum artist
TRICK DADDY and
TRINA now present

UNDA PRESHA
Friday December 7th, Doors
Open at 8pm, Show Time 9pm.
Ticket s $3 and $5 AT THE
DOOR ONLY. Come get FREE tshirts, posters, and CD of the
newest, hottest hip hop group!
Brought to you by Slip-n-Slide
and Tiger Paw Productions.

UNDA PRESHA
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•Clemson observes World
AIDS Day with a walk and
a candlelight vigil. The
walk begins at noon at
Redfern Health Center.
Walkers will collect donations for AID Upstate. The
candlelight vigil begins at
5:30 p.m. at the Carillon
Garden and ends at
Clemson United Methodist
Church in downtown

ARIES
(MARCH 21-APRIL 19)
Do not hesitate to change your
mind. It has been a difficult
decision to make, but you need
to be honest with yourself. Do
not try to live up to others
expectations. Make sure your
decisions are as you see fit.

TAURUS
(APRIL 20-MAY 20)
Stop being so submissive. You
are letting your friends walk all
over you and it is affecting your
personality. Stand up for your
beliefs and feelings. If the
"favor" is a little too much to
ask, say no without hesitation.

GEMINI
(MAY21 - JUNE 21)
It is time to begin a new day.
Turn over a new leaf. Get motivated to get through the last

Clemson. For details contact Stefani Goodenow
(656-1823) or Angela
Nixon (656-0382)

are the Military Heritage
Plaza, Cox Plaza and the
Carillon Garden. For
details, contact Linda
Dzuris (656-6366) or
Glenn Hare (656-1478).

SUNDAY, DEC. 2
•Clemson students will
perform a Carilloneurs'
Recital on the 47-bell
Memorial Carillon in
Tillman Hall. Selections
will include some holiday
tunes. Best listening spots

week of classes for the semester.
Who knows, you may be able to
make a positive difference in
your grades.

CANCER
(JUNE 22-JULY 22)
An important part of your life is
about to come to an end. It
could be of major importance,
such as graduation, or something
not quite as monumental, such
as the end of the semester. Be
ready for the changes to happen,
they are definitely coming your
way

LEO
(JULY 23-AUGUST 22)
Now is not the time to hide from
your problems. Face them head
on and get the consequences
over with. Start the year with a
clean slate. Once you face the
difficulties in your life, there'll
be a great weight lifted off your
shoulders to make it worth it.

Things You Didn't Know

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 4
•Garden Health Walks
meet at Discovery Center
Parking Area at 12:00 PM.
Fee $40-all materials provided.

TUESDAY, DEC. 4
Coca-Cola Family Fun
Fest at Bowman Field t
4:00 PM. Enjoy infatable
games, Coke products and
entertainment.

VIRGO
(AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)
Stop trying to convince all you
come in contact with that you
are better than them. It causes a
great deal of resentment among
those close to you. Though
everyone is special in his or her
own way, you don't have to brag
about your talents all the time.

LIBRA
(SEPT. 23-OCT. 23)
Thougn today mignt seem very
cloudy, the sun will be coming
out soon. Try to see the silver
lining in all of the dark clouds
that seem to be present in your
life right now. The rainy days
cannot last forever.

THURSDAY, DEC. 6
• Kwanzaa Celebration at
the Hendrix Center Multipurpose Room at 6:00 PM.
The event will feature

out yet. There will be time for
that during exam week. Just try
to get everything done. DO
NOT procrastinate; you will
regret it in the end. Exam week
is the time for stress

SAGITTARIUS
(NOV. 22-DEC. 21)
Try to have some fun this week.
You are not the only one in need
of a stress reliever. Take a
much-needed break and have
your friends join in as well. It
might also be a good idea to
meet some new people to invite
-along.

CAPRICORN
(DEC. 22-JAN. 19)
You are in college for only a
few more weeks this semester.
Then you will have to go home
to deal with your parents and a
different type of responsibility.
Enjoy the last few weeks you

SCORPIO
(OCT. 24-NOV. 21)

TO LIST EVENTS IN THE
CALENDAR REE
CALL 656-0986

unique decorations, food
and other items that represent unity, self-determination etc.
SATURDAY, DEC. 8
• Holiday Canned Food
Drive at avrious loactions
at 8:00 AM to provide
food for thr needy in the
Clemson area

have before leaving your close
friends for a while.

AQUARIUS
(JAN. 20-FEB. 18)
This has been an amazing
semester for you. Take time to
reflect on the good times that
you have had. Also remember
the new things that you have
tried his year. If you can't think
of anything, you still have a few
weeks left to redeem yourself.

PISCES
(FEB. 19- MAR .20)
You have been a bit cynical
lately. Try to see the glass as
half full instead of half empty.
Your life will be fine in the end.
Just get through this rough spot
and all will be well eventually.

Raquel Coal, astrologer

Do not let yourself get stressed
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